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A series of syntheses and consensus reports provides converging evidence
regarding effective reading instruction (e.g. NICHD, 2000; Snow, Burnes & Griffin,
1998; Swanson & Hoskyn, 1998). However, findings from recent observation studies of
reading instruction provided to students with learning disabilities (LD) are disappointing,
with few scientifically based reading instructional components observed (e.g. Vaughn,
Moody & Schumm, 1998; Moody, Vaughn, Hughes & Fischer, 2000). In addition, since
2001, only one observation study of reading instruction for students with LD has been
published (Rieth, Bryant, Kinzer, Colburn, Hur, et al., 2003), and only two such
dissertations (Brasnahan, 2001; Kethley, 2005) have been completed, all three of which
were conducted in classrooms for students in middle or high school. Thus, no observation
study of reading instruction for elementary students with LD has been published in the
past seven years. Within this timeframe, however, systematic and wide-spread efforts
have been made to bridge the gap between research and practice in the area of reading
vii

instruction (see Reading First Teacher Education Network at www.rften.org). The
purpose of this study was to document the extent to which effective reading instruction
was provided to students with LD served in the resource room setting. The amount of
student and teacher text reading, grouping strategies used, and student achievement over
the course of one semester was examined as well.
Ten special education resource room teachers were observed during the spring
academic semester. Information was gathered through direct observation and
standardized measurement of student academic outcomes. All observations were
conducted during reading instructional time. Results indicated a range of scientifically
based reading instruction of average to high average quality. Students made no stastically
significant growth on more distal measures of reading achievement. However,
statistically significant growth was detected in oral reading fluency using passages one
grade level below student assignment.
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CHAPTER I
Educators opened a 1983 report on the status of education in America to the
initiating sentence, “Our nation is at risk,” (National Commission on Excellence in
Education, 1983). This report heightened awareness of illiteracy rates among high school
students and adults, focusing concern on the manner in which reading was taught in
America’s schools. Due in part to such high-profile reports, debate sustained for years
regarding the best way to teach America’s children to read. By the 1990’s, it became
apparent that the field of education was becoming increasingly fragmented on the subject
and required some guidance. Thus, researchers began to more rigorously investigate
effective reading methods (e.g. Foorman, Fletcher, Francis, Schatschneider, & Mehta,
1998). What followed were a series of syntheses and consensus reports that provided
converging evidence regarding the best methods for effective reading instruction.
A synthesis (NICHD, 2000) and consensus report (Snow, Burnes & Griffin, 1998)
addressed research on effective instruction in reading for students who experience
difficulty learning to read. Each provided similar conclusions about reading instruction
for students with reading difficulties/disabilities: (a) students benefit from explicit and
systematic instruction, (b) foundation skills such as phonemic awareness and
phonics/word study are essential elements of instruction, (c) higher processing skills such
as fluency, vocabulary and comprehension are essential from the beginning of reading
instruction, and (d) students who have difficulties benefit from smaller group instruction.
Particular to students with learning disabilities (LD), a synthesis of 180 reading
intervention studies was conducted (Swanson & Hoskyn, 1998). Authors reported that
students who received instruction through a model that combined direct instruction and
strategy instruction performed better than students who received direct instruction alone,
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strategy instruction alone, or no components of direct or strategy instruction. In
particular, three instructional strategies predicted large effect sizes: control of task
difficulty (teacher controls difficulty level and provides necessary assistance), small
group instruction, and directed response/questioning techniques (teachers and students
engage in dialogue and questioning between teacher and students).
After better understanding the criteria for effective reading instruction for students
with disabilities, the next important task is determining the extent to which these
scientifically based reading practices make their way into classrooms for students with
disabilities. Findings from a series of studies in which researchers observed reading
instruction provided to students with LD were disappointing, with few scientifically
based reading instructional components reported (e.g. Vaughn, Moody & Schumm, 1998;
Moody, Vaughn, Hughes & Fischer, 2000). Since 2000, there have been few observation
studies conducted. In fact, from 2001 through 2005, only 1 observation study of reading
instruction for students with LD has been published (Rieth, Bryant, Kinzer, Colburn, Hur,
et al., 2003), and only two such dissertations (Brasnahan, 2001; Kethley, 2005) have been
completed, all three of which were conducted in classrooms for students in middle or
high school. Thus, no observation study of reading instruction for elementary students
with LD has been published since 2000. However, since which time, systematic and
wide-spread efforts have been made to bridge the gap between research and practice (see
Reading First Teacher Education Network at www.rften.org). For this reason, it is
important to once again examine quality of reading instruction provided to elementary
school students with LD.
The purpose of this study is to observe reading instruction in resource rooms in
order to answer the following research questions: (a) What components of effective
instruction (phonological awareness, phonics/word study, fluency, comprehension,
2

vocabulary) do teachers implement during reading instruction in elementary resource
rooms located in successful schools? (b) What amount and proportion of instructional
time is spent engaged in text reading during reading instruction in elementary resource
rooms located in successful schools? (c) What grouping strategies are used by teachers
during reading instruction in elementary resource rooms located in successful schools?
(d) How do students who receive reading instruction in elementary resource rooms
located in successful schools perform academically over the course of one academic
semester?
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CHAPTER II
This chapter examines three bodies of literature to inform and provide a
framework for study: (a) the prevalence of reading difficulties for students with LD, (b)
observation studies of reading instruction for students with LD, and (c) literature on
components of scientifically based reading instruction.

The Prevalence and Nature of Reading Difficulties
for Students with LD
Almost 6.5 million students with disabilities are served in America’s public
schools, with 44.4% of them being diagnosed with a specific LD, representing the largest
disability category (U.S. Department of Education, 2004). Of this number, almost half are
of elementary school age (6 to 11; U.S. Department of Education, 2004). Of the 3+
million students nationwide aged 6 to 21 with a LD, 40% receive special education
services outside of the general education class between 21% and 60% of the school day,
presumably in the resource room setting. In Texas this number is higher, with 69% of
students receiving special education services outside of the general education class
between 21% and 60% of the school day. Not only do shear numbers present cause for
investigating the nature of reading instruction in the resource room, but so does evidence
regarding the specific needs of students with LD in the area of reading.
Recent research has shed light on the difficulties students with LD face in
learning to read. Three particular difficulties seem to plague these students: (a) a lack of
or difficulty acquiring phonological awareness, (b) encoding difficulties, and (c)
difficulty in the ability to retrieve information from memory. Phonological awareness
difficulties manifest themselves in difficulty analyzing words and their parts (e.g.
4

rhyming, segmenting words into phonemes) and manipulating sounds within words
(Felton, 1993; Torgesen et al., 2001). Students with problems in phonological awareness
find themselves experiencing difficulty with learning decoding skills. With phonological
awareness being one of the best predictors of word attack skills (Felton, 1993),
instruction to remediate this difficulty should be part of reading intervention for students
with LD in reading. The second area of major difficulty for students with LD in reading
is a difficulty encoding, or representing phonological information in writing from
memory (Felton, 1993). In other words, students with LD often lack the skills to
accurately spell words. The third skill long recognized as lacking among students with
LD in reading is the ability to retrieve phonological information from memory in a facile
manner (e.g., Wolf, 1984). Memory retrieval problems manifest themselves in difficulties
in rapid naming. This becomes problematic in decoding words quickly, and then in
reading connected text with fluency. These basic skills are not only lacking among
elementary school readers. Even among middle school students, is not uncommon to find
that struggling readers lack some of the basic skills needed to engage in more complex
aspects of reading (Moak, Shuy, & McCardle, 2006). In a recent study of 346 high school
freshmen (Hock, Brasseur, Deshler, Catts, Marquis, 2005), approximately 57% of the
students in the sample had an overall reading skill that ranked at or below the 40th
percentile, indicating a need for word-level reading and comprehension interventions.
Thus, it is likely that a large number of struggling adolescent readers were the same ones
who required word-level and comprehension instruction during the critical upperelementary grades (Chall, 1983; Pressley, 2002). Therefore, elementary level reading
instruction for students with LD is critically important and should be monitored closely.
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Observation Studies of Reading Instruction for
Students with LD: A Synthesis
One synthesis of observation studies conducted during reading instruction for
students with LD or emotional/behavior disorders (EBD) was published in 2002 by
Vaughn, Levy, Coleman, and Bos. They concluded that while a large amount of time was
allocated for reading instruction, this time varied depending upon the location of service
provision (special education, general education, or a combination of both). Within special
education settings, students were provided with a greater amount of individual and small
group instruction. Instructional quality of reading instruction was reported as low overall,
with a large amount of time during reading instruction spent engaged in independent
seatwork and worksheets.
The previous synthesis (Vaughn et al., 2002) included studies spanning from 1975
to 2000, and focused on reading instruction for students with LD or EBD conducted in
special education settings or in general education settings. A recent effort (Swanson, in
press) expanded upon the previous synthesis (Vaughn et al., 2002), in several ways. First,
the Swanson (in press) synthesis included studies that focused on all instructional settings
where students with LD are taught (e.g., general education setting and special education
settings) and was extended to studies published through December, 2005. Second, in
order to begin understanding the nature of reading instruction for students with LD in
middle and high school, the synthesis included studies conducted in the elementary
grades as well as those conducted in grades six through twelve. Third, the synthesis
addressed methodological and study design features of published observation studies.
Thus, the purpose of the Swanson (in press) synthesis was to examine a wider
breadth of observation studies to better understand the nature of reading instruction for
6

students with LD by addressing the following research questions: (a) What features of
effective instruction do teachers use during reading instruction for students with LD in
elementary, middle and high school? (b) What trends in student academic achievement
have been reported? (c) What training and inter-rater reliability procedures are employed
by researchers to ensure valid observation data? Results of the first two research
questions are reported here. For a report on the third question, see Swanson’s (in press)
article.
FEATURES OF INSTRUCTION
Total Amount of Reading Instruction
Among the ten studies which reported the amount of time students spent in
reading instruction, some asserted few differences between students with and without LD
(Gelzheiser & Meyers, 1991; O’Sullivan, Ysseldyke, Christenson & Thurlow, 1990;
Thurlow, Graden, Greener, & Ysseldyke, 1983; Ysseldyke, Thurlow, Mecklenburg, &
Graden, 1984; Ysseldyke, Thurlow, Christenson & Weiss, 1987; Ysseldyke, Thurlow,
O’Sullivan, & Christenson, 1989). This paired with the report that greater proportions of
time are allocated to academic activities in special education settings (Ysseldyke et al.,
1987), may lead some to believe that reading instruction is at least equitable for students
with LD receiving services in resource and general education settings. However, there is
considerable evidence of the variable nature of reading instruction dependent upon where
reading instruction occurs (general education or special education settings). Not only did
time spent in the special education resource room for reading instruction vary from 11 to
180 minutes per day (Haynes & Jenkins, 1986), but the nature of that instruction varied
as well, with evidence that resource teachers spent only 44% of the time focused on
reading activities (Haynes & Jenkins, 1986) and twice as much time on non-reading
7

activities during allocated reading instruction time (Gelzheiser & Meyers, 1991).
Similarly, Leinhardt and colleagues (1981) noted disturbing trends in the allocation of
time spent in the special education resource room, with an average of 20% of the time
spent outside of the resource classroom during intended instructional time, with another
26% of the time spent engaged in off-task behavior, waiting, or classroom management.
Amount of Word Study Instruction
Of the few studies that report teachers’ word study or phonics instruction
(Gelzheiser & Meyers, 1991; Kethley, 2005; Meents, 1990; Moody, et al., 2000;
Schumm, Moody, & Vaughn, 2000; Vaughn, Moody, & Schumm, 1998), most report
little explicit instruction in phonics/word study. While a greater percentage of time in the
special education resource room than the general education classroom was dedicated to
phonics/word study instruction, the amount was still minimal (Gelzheiser & Meyers,
1991). Kethley (2005) reported similar findings that while all teachers provided some
instruction in decoding, explicit instruction and practice ranged from 10% to 25% of the
class time. Others reported little to no phonics/word study instruction provided to
students with LD (Meents, 1990; Moody, et al., 2000; Schumm, et al., 2000; Vaughn, et
al., 1998).
Amount of Comprehension Instruction
Of the very few studies which reported evidence of comprehension instruction, all
reported small amounts of time spent on low quality comprehension instruction.
Gelzheiser and Meyers (1991) reported only 8% of instructional time in the special
education resource room dedicated to comprehension instruction; however the proportion
is not much higher in the general education classroom with only 13% of allocated time.
Even when comprehension instruction was reported, it was judged as being low quality,
8

with instruction consisting of teachers reading a story aloud or having students take turns
reading a story followed by teacher questioning (Vaughn, et al., 1998). These questions
were largely factual and literal (Kethley, 2005; Vaughn, et al., 1998), with teachers
asking twice as many short, low level questions than long, higher level questions (Rieth
et al., 2003). Strikingly, across the four studies that reported comprehension instruction,
representing a total of 263 observations, comprehension strategy instruction was noted in
only three observations (2 in Kethley, 2005; 1 in Vaughn et al., 1998).
Amount of Fluency and Vocabulary Instruction
Reports of vocabulary and reading fluency instruction were overwhelmingly
missing from this corpus of studies. Among the three studies (Gelzheiser & Meyers,
1991; Kethley, 2005; Meents, 1990) that include reports of vocabulary instruction, one
lumped vocabulary instruction with other activities that were coded as “indirect reading”
(Gelzheiser& Meyers, 1991), resulting in an inability to isolate a report on the quantity
and quality of vocabulary instruction. Meents reported no direct instruction in
vocabulary. Finally, two out of four teachers interviewed by Kethley (2005) described
explicit vocabulary instruction. However, little explicit instruction was later observed,
with students mostly engaged in completing vocabulary worksheets.
Evidence of reading fluency instruction was even less attainable. No studies
reported evidence of explicit instruction in reading fluency. Some studies reported
amount of time spent reading orally and silently (e.g.Haynes & Jenkins 1986; Leinhardt,
et al., 1981), but did not specify time spent reading for the purpose of developing reading
fluency. From the data provided by this corpus of studies, it is impossible to determine
the amount of reading fluency instruction that took place in these classrooms.
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Amount of Reading Time
Five studies reported the time students spent engaged in reading text either orally
or silently (Haynes & Jenkins, 1986; Leinhardt, et al., 1981; O’Sullivan, et al., 1990;
Thurlow, Graden, et al., 1983; Thurlow, Ysseldyke, Graden, & Algozzine, 1983). Overall
estimates were low, with the time in which students with LD spent engaged in oral or
silent reading ranged from zero to 17.4 minutes per day. While Haynes and Jenkins
(1986) reported that students with LD spent a greater number of minutes reading in the
general education classroom than in the special education resource room, others reported
proportions of time which conflict with this finding. O’Sullivan et al. (1990) and
Thurlow, Ysseldyke et al. (1983) compared reading time in general education and the
resource room for students with LD. According to these reports, students with LD spent
between 12.8% and 34.8% of their time in the resource room engaged in silent or oral
reading, whereas in the general education classroom, this percentage dropped to between
2.5% and 17.7%. When students with and without LD are compared across all
instructional settings, the difference is less evident—students with LD engaged in oral or
silent reading 12.1% of the time compared to students without LD who engaged in oral or
silent reading 13.5% of the time.
Instructional Grouping
The most frequently reported grouping structure was whole-class instruction,
whether in the general education classroom (Thurlow, Graden, et al., 1983; Ysseldyke,
Thurlow, O’Sullivan, et al., 1989; Zigmond & Baker, 1994) or the resource room
(Moody, et al., 2000; Schumm, et al., 2000; Vaughn, et al., 1998). However, when the
reading experiences of students with and without LD are compared over the span of an
entire school day, the picture changes to reflect students with LD spending an average of
25% of their time in whole group settings, 50% of their time in small groups, and 25% of
10

their time engaged in individual work. Peers without LD spent 32% of their time in whole
group settings, 66% of their time in small groups, and only 2% of their time engaged in
individual work (Ysseldyke, Thurlow, Mecklenburg, et al., 1984).
Another group of studies reported that students with LD spent more than half of
their instructional time in the resource room engaged in undifferentiated seat work
(Allington & McGill-Franzen, 1989; Haynes & Jenkins, 1986; Ysseldyke, Thurlow,
O’Sulllivan, et al., 1989; Zigmond & Baker, 1994). In fact, Zigmond and Baker (1994)
described a resource classroom where most of students’ time was spent engaged in
individual seatwork while the teacher worked with students grouped by grade level,
resulting in students focused on either paper and pencil tasks or “nothing.”
Small groups were reported by some authors as the second most often observed
grouping strategy in resource rooms (Haynes & Jenkins, 1986; Moody et al., 2000;
Thurlow, Graden, et al., 1983; Ysseldyke, Thurlow, O’Sullivan, et al., 1989), with only
one author reporting small group instruction as the primary grouping structure across the
entire academic day (Ysseldyke, Thurlow, Mecklenburg, et al., 1984).
STUDENT ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
Six studies included measures of academic achievement in reading for students
with LD (Haynes & Jenkins, 1986; Leinhardt, et al., 1981; Moody, et al., 2000;
O’Sullivan, et al., 1990; Thurlow et al., 1983; Zigmond & Baker, 1994). Of the studies
that reported standard scores from the beginning and end of the school year (Haynes &
Jenkins, 1986; Moody, et al., 2000), students made significant growth in oral reading
(Haynes & Jenkins, 1986; Moody, et al., 2000) and/or wide range reading ability (Haynes
& Jenkins, 1986). However, Moody and colleagues (2000) reported no significant prepost test differences in reading comprehension.
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Leinhardt and colleagues created a composite score ranging from 0 to 30 from
two assessments to indicate relative levels of reading skill. On the scoring scale, a mean
pre-test score of 12.0 indicated that students exhibited fairly well developed
phonics/word study skills and could read isolated words, but they read at a rate of less
than 50 words per minute and had underdeveloped reading comprehension skills.
Students with developed reading skills score at least a 24. At the end of the school year,
students with LD in this study scored an average of 17.49 points on the composite scale.
Two studies (O’Sullivan, et al., 1990; Thurlow, et al., 1983) compared standard
scores of students with and without LD. While one study (Thurlow, et al., 1983) reported
that students with and without LD scored comparably on tests of general information,
both studies reported that students without LD outscored students with LD on measures
of reading ability.
One study (Zigmond & Baker, 1994) reported findings from one student’s
progress on a curriculum based measure of oral reading fluency over a period of two
school years. At the end of the participant’s fourth grade year, he read 38.5 words per
minute. By the end of fifth grade, this score had risen to 56.0 words per minutes. While in
the resource room for reading instruction, his oral reading score declined at a rate of 0.12
words per week, however, when he transitioned into reading instruction in the general
education classroom, this student gained 0.38 words per week.

Scientifically Based Reading Instruction
FOUNDATION SKILLS
Phonological Awareness
Phonological awareness defined. The writing system for English is alphabetic.
This requires readers and writers of English to become proficient in recognizing distinct
12

sounds used to spell words. Therefore, phonological awareness—the ability to recognize
and manipulate phonemes in spoken words (NICHD, 2000)—is necessary. Indeed, it is
one of the best school-entry predictors of how well children will learn to read during their
first two years in school (Share, Jorm, Maclean, & Matthews, 2002). In other words,
children who have strong phonological awareness skills in kindergarten usually learn to
read more easily than students who are more delayed in developing such skills.
Beginning levels of phonological awareness include sound discrimination, counting,
rhyming, and alliteration. More advanced skills include blending, segmentation, and
manipulation of syllables, word parts, and individual phonemes. Full development of
phonological awareness is usually achieved during first grade (Torgesen, Wagner, &
Rashotte, 1994), and while many children enter school with highly developed
phonological awareness, there are others who lack some phonological awareness into the
upper elementary school grades and beyond.
Effective phonological awareness instruction for struggling readers. According to
a recent research synthesis (Otaiba & Fuchs, 2002), a majority of students included in 23
studies who were unresponsive to early reading instruction in preschool through third
grade had phonological awareness deficits. However, there is evidence that phonological
awareness deficits can be remediated among struggling readers (e.g. Ehri, 2004;
O’Connor, et al., 1993; Torgesen et al., 1999). To this end, a set of effective instructional
components have been identified.
First, the most successful phonological awareness interventions are explicit and
systematic in nature, avoiding more embedded, discovery-learning methods (e.g.
Torgesen et al.1999; Denne, Langdown, Pring, et al., 2005). Second, effective
phonological awareness interventions include letters, or graphemes, when teaching
phonological awareness (Ehri, 2004). Interventions that included letters, effect sizes were
13

twice as large as those that did not (Ehri, 2004). One recent study (Denne et al., 2005),
after beginning level phonological awareness skills were established, the teacher began
providing written as well as spoken words during phonological awareness activities and
students were asked to write as well as say words aloud. Students in the treatment group
made significantly greater gains than the students in the control group in PA.
There is a special value in the most advanced of phonological awareness skill—
blending and segmenting phonemes. Blending phonemes helps students decode
unfamiliar words, and segmenting phonemes, helps students remember how to read and
spell words (Ehri, 2004). In a recent synthesis (Ehri, 2004), teaching these two
phonological awareness skills produced greater benefits than approaches that taught
multiple skills, lending support to the claim that blending and segmenting phonemes are
perhaps the most important of phonological awareness skills.
Phonics/Word Study
Phonics defined. During phonics instruction, students learn to recognize that each
grapheme, or letter, in English can be matched to a phoneme, or unit of sound. Not only
must students learn the 26 letters and their phonemes, but they must also learn the
phonemes for larger units such as vowel pairs (e.g. oi, ea) and consonant digraphs (e.g.
sh, th; Ehri, 2004). In fact, students must learn the letter-sound correspondences of
approximately 47 phonemes in order to fully decode written English.
There are different ways to teach phonics skills. One is the Whole Language
approach—a meaning centered method, with letter-sound correspondences taught
incidentally within context as deemed necessary (Ehri, 2004). Another is systematic
phonics instruction, whereby letter-sound correspondences are taught in a pre-determined
sequence with opportunities to apply learned skills to connected text so as to provide
targeted practice of previously learned phonics skills (NICHD, 2000). Many studies and
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syntheses have explored the effectiveness of both methods (Rose, 2006), with many
finding that a systematic approach to teaching phonics is the most effective (Rose, 2006).
In fact, the manner in which phonics skills are taught seem to have a large effect on the
success of struggling readers.
Effective phonics/word study instruction for struggling readers. By third grade,
failure to acquire efficient decoding skills begins to take its toll. By this time, a greater
number of unique words are included in text, requiring less reliance upon sight words,
and greater reliance on highly developed decoding skills (Freebody & Byrne, 1988).
Converging evidence supports the implementation of systematic approaches to teaching
phonics/word study to struggling readers (Ehri, Nunes, Stahl, & Willows, 2001; Ehri,
2004). The most effective of these are synthetic phonics approaches, whereby instruction
is very explicit in nature, taking advantage of systematic procedures to teach students to
sound out letters and blend sounds into recognizable words (Ehri, 2004).
One important component of synthetic reading intervention is that students begin
reading words and connected text as soon as they have mastered an adequate number of
letter-sound combinations (Ehri, 2004). Often, students are asked to read from specially
designed text that contains letter-sound correspondences that students have previously
learned. Thus, students learn new letter-sound correspondences and almost immediately
apply them to the act of reading.
HIGHER PROCESSING SKILLS
Reading Fluency
Reading fluency defined. Fluency is the ability to read with speed, accuracy, and
prosody, and even for students without reading difficulty, it is often not until the middle
of second grade that reading fluency is developed. However, for students with LD, this is
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one area of consistent struggle (Lyon & Moats, 1997; Meyer & Felton, 1999; Torgesen,
Wagner, & Rashotte, 1997), thought to be caused by a deficit in naming speed and/or
phonological processing deficits (Wolf & Katzir-Cohen, 2001). Fluency is predictive of
scores on standardized tests of comprehension (Fuchs, Fuchs, Hosp, & Jenkins, 2001),
thus, it is thought to be intimately tied to comprehension. It is theorized that students who
read fluently spend less energy decoding text and more energy understanding the text
(Samuels, 1979; Shinn & Good, 1992). For students with LD who often experience
difficulty with reading fluency, it is essential that they receive effective intervention
directed at improving reading fluency.
Effective

reading

fluency

instruction

for

struggling

readers.

Because

phonics/word study instruction does not always lead to increased fluency skills among
students with LD, specific fluency intervention is necessary (Pressley, Gaskins, &
Fingeret, 2006). Two types of repeated reading models are commonly used as fluency
intervention procedures for students with LD: repeated reading without a model and
repeated reading with a model.
Repeated reading without a model usually entails students repeatedly reading text
independently. The effect sizes for 21 studies reported in Chard, Vaughn, and Tyler’s
(2002) recent synthesis ranged from d = .02 to d = 3.02, with an average of d = .68.
Therefore, it can be surmised that repeated reading without a model is potentially
effective for students with LD. In one example, Rashotte and Torgesen (1985) had
students repeatedly read the same passage, and another group engage in sustained
reading, whereby students read one passage for an extended period of time. In the end,
students in the repeated reading condition outperformed those in the sustained reading
condition on a measure of reading rate.
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Repeated reading with some sort of model--be it provided by the teacher, a
recording, or the computer--seems to be more effective than no model (Chard et al.,
2002). In fact, one popular and effective way to implement repeated reading with a model
is through partner reading. (Kuhn & Stahl, 2000; Mathes & Fuchs, 1993). Optimally,
teachers match a higher level (Partner A) with a lower level reader (Partner B). Partner A
reads the passage first, serving as a model while Partner B follows along and provides
corrective feedback if Partner A makes a reading mistake. Partners then trade roles. Thus,
opportunities for modeling, corrective feedback, and multiple readings of text are
provided both readers.
Comprehension
Comprehension defined. Comprehension—understanding text previously read—is
an oft neglected component of reading instruction. Durkin (1978-1979) conducted an
observation study of reading and social studies classrooms. She reported that while
teachers did assess comprehension through asking questions, only 20 minutes of
comprehension strategy instruction was observed in 4,469 minutes of reading instruction
(equaling 0.45% of observed time). While there is recent evidence that an increased
amount of comprehension instruction is provided in classrooms, its prevalence is still
relatively low. In a recent synthesis of 21 observations studies of reading instruction
provided to struggling readers (Swanson, in press), of the little comprehension instruction
observed, most was of low quality. For example, Gelzheiser and Meyers (1991) reported
only 13% of instructional time dedicated to comprehension instruction. Even when
comprehension instruction was reported, it was judged as being low quality, with
instruction consisting of teachers reading a story aloud or having students take turns
reading a story followed by teacher questioning (Vaughn, et al., 1998). These questions
were largely factual and literal (Kethley, 2005; Vaughn, et al., 1998), with teachers
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asking twice as many short, low level questions than long, higher level questions (Rieth
et al., 2003). Strikingly, across the four studies which reported comprehension
instruction, representing a total of 263 observations, comprehension strategy instruction
was noted in only three observations (2 in Kethley, 2005; 1 in Vaughn et al., 1998).
Effective comprehension instruction for struggling readers. Converging researchbased evidence indicates efficacy of several comprehension strategies (NICHD, 2000),
four of which are described here: (a) comprehension monitoring, (b) the use of graphic
organizers, (c) direct instruction of story structure, and (d) the use of questioning.
Comprehension monitoring includes the awareness of how well one understands what
they are reading (NICHD, 2000). Indeed, monitoring one’s own comprehension is not a
skill that comes naturally—it must be taught. Such instruction provides students with
steps they can take to remedy a break down in understanding. For example, they may
include recognizing the misunderstanding, re-reading, and looking forward in the text to
find information that might aide in remedying the breakdown (Bereiter & Bird, 1985).
While comprehension monitoring was found effective when included in a multiple
strategy method, there is more limited evidence of its effectiveness as a stand-alone
strategy (NICHD, 2000).
Graphic organizers are used to structure ideas about students’ reading in a
systematic, visual graphic. They may be constructed before, during, or after reading and
have the benefit of focusing readers’ attention on important components of the text. A
recent synthesis (Kim, Vaughn, Wanzek & Wei, 2004) of studies examining the effects of
graphic organizers on reading comprehension for students with learning disabilities
reported that the use of graphic organizers was associated with improved performance on
tests of reading comprehension. Specifically, semantic organizers, whereby students’
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ideas are organized graphically and related to a key concept (Bos & Vaughn, 2002),
produced large effect sizes (d = 0.81—1.69; Kim et al., 2004).
Narrative texts follow a common story structure—setting, initiating events,
internal reactions, goals, attempts, and outcomes. When readers are knowledgeable about
common components of story structure, they are better able to comprehend the text
(Kamil, 2004). Thus, story structure strategies involve identifying the content of the story
and the way in which it is structurally organized. Such knowledge leads to deeper
understanding of text. While this strategy is helpful for all readers, it is particularly
effective with below-average readers (NICHD, 2000).
Teachers rely heavily on questioning students to determine their level of
comprehension. The National Reading Panel’s (2000) synthesis of 17 studies that
investigated the effectiveness of question answering revealed such techniques effective.
However, there is observational evidence (e.g. Beck & McKeown, 2001; Rieth et al.,
2003) that teachers’ questions were often constrained and phrased in a way that produced
only brief answers. Further, within the context of a storybook read-aloud, students’
responses were oftentimes related to the illustrations in the book (Beck & McKeown,
2001; Tower, 2002). This is especially problematic when illustrations are not always
congruent with the text content. Thus, when students focus on illustrations to construct
meaning, they miss opportunities to construct meaning from the “linguistic content”
(Beck & McKeown, 2001). In sum, while questioning for comprehension can be
effective, classroom practices exist that interfere with the techniques’ full potential.
Vocabulary
Vocabulary defined. Vocabulary, or word knowledge, is developed through wide
reading, listening to stories read aloud and explicit instruction. Converging evidence
indicates that vocabulary development is intimately tied to comprehension. In fact, the
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two skills are highly correlated, no matter the measures used to assess reading skills or
the populations tested (Stahl, 2003). Specifically, Dickinson & Tabors (2001) reported a
correlation between preschool word knowledge and upper elementary school
comprehension. Similarly, Cunningham and Stanovich (1997) reported that oral
vocabulary levels of first graders accounted for 30 percent of eleventh grade reading
comprehension variance. Indeed, developing an extensive vocabulary is linked to greater
academic success (Beck, McKeown, & Kucan, 2002).
It is estimated that by the end of elementary school, an average learner has
acquired approximately 9,000 words (Biemiller & Slonim, 2001). Graves (2004) reported
that once children enter school, they learn 3,000 to 4,000 words per year, cumulating in a
reading vocabulary of approximately 25,000 words by eighth grade and more than 50,000
words by the end of high school.
Indeed, these figures pertain to students who achieve at average levels in school.
As with other reading skills, gaps emerge between average achievers and students who
experience difficulty in school. Gaps in vocabulary are exceedingly apparent by grade
two, where students who perform in the highest quartile in vocabulary have an average
vocabulary of 7,100 root words. To the contrary, students who perform in the lowest
quartile have a vocabulary size of only 3,000 words (Biemiller, 2003; Biemiller, 2004).
Students who have a small vocabulary face a huge obstacle in reading. As
students get older, the gap in vocabulary knowledge grows larger and (Baker, Simmons,
& Kameenui, 1995) becomes more apparent in resultant reading difficulties. The gap
becomes especially apparent in the third and fourth grades when comprehension of
written materials requires skills that exceed many students’ vocabulary abilities (Chall,
Jacobs & Baldwin, 1990). Further, as students encounter content-area materials at
secondary levels, they are required to gain knowledge of specialized vocabulary (Bryant,
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Goodwin, Bryant, & Higgins, 2003). This is often difficult for students with low
vocabulary knowledge. Thus, if low-vocabulary students are to catch up to students with
average vocabulary knowledge after the second grade, they would have to learn words at
a much faster than average rate—3.5 or 4 root words per day (Biemiller, 2003).
Effective vocabulary instruction for struggling readers. There are several
components of vocabulary instruction that produce greater gains in student vocabulary
knowledge. Two such components are: (a) repeated multiple exposures to words, and (b)
direct coupled with indirect instruction. Repeated exposures to vocabulary material are
important for learning gains (NICHD, 2000). For pre-kindergarteners, repeated reading of
a story was associated with greater gains in vocabulary (Senechal, 1997). Likewise,
Leung (1992) reported that when new words were repeatedly included in a read-aloud
story, they more often appeared in students’ retellings. Thus, students should not only
repeat vocabulary words within the context of learning, but should also be taught words
that will repeatedly appear in other contexts.
While opportunities for vocabulary growth should be incorporated throughout the
core period of reading instruction, there remains a need for explicit instruction of
vocabulary (e.g. Tomeson & Aarnoutse, 1998). All of the vocabulary studies reviewed by
the National Reading Panel (2000) reported that vocabulary and comprehension
improved as a result of explicit instruction, such as pre-teaching vocabulary words that
will be encountered within connected text (Brett, Rothlein, & Hurley, 1996). However,
explicit instruction is not the only means by which students learn new vocabulary. In fact,
indirect methods have been reported effective as well. Incidental learning can take place
through listening, other reading instruction, and storybook read-alouds (Kamil, 2004).
Opportunities for both incidental and explicit instruction aimed at increasing students’
vocabulary knowledge should be incorporated into reading instructional periods.
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CHAPTER III
Overview of Research Design
Using a single-group, non-experimental design, I identified conditions where
students with LD were provided reading instruction and made various observations of the
students who naturally fall into this condition (Spector, 1981) in order to document the
operation and impact of reading instruction in the resource room (Pellegrini, 2004).
Because there was no manipulation or control of variables, there were no independent
variables (Dulock, 1993), however, broad outcome variables of interest included
components of effective reading instruction, text reading, grouping strategies, and student
academic outcomes (see Appendix A for detailed list and operational definitions).
Specifically, a quantitative approach using systematic observation was employed,
whereby purpose of observation, categories of behavior to be observed, and the methods
by which these behaviors are coded were carefully delineated prior to data collection
(Croll, 1986). One benefit of conducting observation research includes capturing a
detailed description of school events that would not be produced solely through
interviews and surveys. In this way, researchers experience first hand what occurs in
schools.

Setting
The aim of this study was to provide descriptive information about reading
instruction delivered in elementary resource rooms located in schools that do an adequate
job providing instruction to students. No struggling schools were included. Therefore,
purposeful sampling (Patton, 2002) was used to identify elementary schools that met the
following criteria: (a) at least 60% of all students met established minimum passing
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standard on the 2005-2006 state accountability measure in reading, (b) at least 60% of
African American, Hispanic, White, and Economically Disadvantaged students met
established minimum passing standard on the 2005-2006 state accountability measure in
reading, (c) at least 50% of students who, in the 2005-2006 academic year, took an
alternative state accountability measure designed for students with disabilities met
established minimum passing standard (as determined by the Individualized Education
Plan committee) in reading, (d) student population during the 2005-2006 academic year
was reflective of the district’s ethnic diversity, and (e) a resource room service delivery
model was available to students with LD during the 2006-2007 academic year. Twentynine elementary schools in the central Texas area that met these criteria were contacted.
Principals at 14 elementary schools initially agreed to participate in the current study,
with ten resource teachers at nine elementary schools approving final participation.

Participants
Teachers
At each participating elementary school, the principal was asked to identify at
least one teacher who taught students with LD in a resource room setting, and taught at
least one period of reading intervention to second through fifth graders. A total of 10
special education teachers who provided reading instruction to students with LD in a
resource room setting participated in this study. Teachers with a range of expertise
participated in the study. Therefore, a teacher participant descriptive data sheet (see
Appendix B) was used to collect relevant data about participating teachers including
teachers’ highest degree level, number of years teaching experience, specialized training,
and other variables of interest. Teachers averaged 14 years of teaching experience with an
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average of nine years teaching in the resource room setting. Detailed teacher information
is found in Table 1.
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Table 1. Teacher Demographics

Gender

# Years
Teaching

# Years
Teaching
Students
with
Disabilities

# of Years
Teaching
in
Resource
Setting

Highest
Degree

Method of
Certification

Gen.
Ed.
Cert.

Sp.
Ed.
Cert.

Other
Cert.

Bailey

F

4

4

4

Bachelor's

Alternative

na

K-8

ESL*

na

Cox

F

9

9

9

Master's

Post-bach. at
University

K-8

1-12

Art,
ESL*

Davis

F

9

9

9

Bachelor's

Alternative

na

K-12

na

Project Read, Wilson, OrtonGillingham method**
Project Read, OrtonGillingham method**,
Herman Reading

na

PK12

na

Project Read, Wilson, OrtonGillingham method**

na

1-6

na

Wilson

na

PK12

na

Project Read, Language
Enrichment

K-8

K-8

na

Project Read, Phonographix

PK12

na

Project Read, Phonographix,
Orton-Gillingham method**,
REWARDS

ALT***

Project Read, Phonographix,
Orton-Gillingham method**

na

Orton-Gillingham method**

Teacher

Goodwin

F

11

11

1

Bachelor's

Alternative
4-year
university

Gold

F

29

29

19

Hill

F

26

26

16

Bachelor's
some
master's
level work

Jones

F

27

18

15

Bachelor's

4-year
university
4-year
university

K-8

Mack

F

4

4

4

Bachelor's

4-year
university

Robertson

F

19

19

11

Master's

4-year
university

1-8

Wilson

F

2

2

2

Bachelor's

Alternative

PK-4

PK12
PK12

Types of Training

Note. * ESL = English as a Second Language; ** Orton Gillingham methods include: Basic Language Skills, Multisensory Teaching Approach; ***ALT =
Academic Language Therapist
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Students
A total of 32 students participated in this study, 18 (56.25%) of whom were
identified as having a LD (as their primary disability) and received reading instruction in
the special education resource room. A student descriptive data sheet was used to record
information such as ethnicity, age, gender, age upon admission into special education and
disability labels. See Appendix C for a copy of the student descriptive data sheet. Aligned
with previous observation studies of resource room reading instruction (e.g. Haynes &
Jenkins, 1986; O’Sullivan et al., 1990), disability labels within this sample vary. For
example, 56.25% of students were identified with a LD as their primary disability. An
additional 9.4% of students were identified with an LD as their secondary disability.
Nationally, there are more males than females identified as having a LD (U.S.
Department of Education, 2004). Likewise, a greater number of males (n = 22; 68.8%)
than females (n = 10; 31.3%) received reading instruction in these resource rooms.
Student demographic data is reported in Table 2.
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Table 2. Student Demographics
n
%
M
SD
Gender
Male
22
68.80
na
na
Female
10
31.30
na
na
Age*
na
na
10.50
1.19
Grade
na
na
3.78
1.13
Second
6
18.75
na
na
Third
6
18.75
na
na
Fourth
9
28.13
na
na
Fifth
11
34.38
na
na
Ethnicity
Anglo
12
37.50
na
na
AfricanAmerican
3
9.38
na
na
Hispanic
13
40.63
na
na
Vietnamese
1
3.13
na
na
Primary Disability
LD
18
56.25
na
na
OHI
11
34.38
na
na
SI
2
6.25
na
na
ED
1
3.13
na
na
Note. * as of January 1, 2007; LD = learning disability; OHI = other
health impairment; SI = speech impairment; ED = emotional disturbance

Procedure
Selection and Permission to Participate
Each teacher was asked to identify all reading instructional periods that met the
following criteria: (a) at least 50% of the students assigned to the group were second
through fifth grade students, (b) at least 50% of students in identified group are identified
as having a LD and (c) reading instructional period lasted at least 45 minutes per day. Of
the identified instructional periods, one was randomly chosen for inclusion in the study.
Teachers explained the study to students in the target group and sent an initial
copy of the consent form home for parent signature. The consent form explained the
purpose of the study, procedures, and any associated risks (of which there were none). If
a student did not return his or her consent form within 3 days, another was sent home. A
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small incentive was provided to students who returned their consent forms, regardless of
parental decision to participate. Prior to the first wave of academic assessment, students
were informed of the study and were given an assent form upon which they indicated
their willingness to participate in the study. All students assented to participation.
Conducting Observations
Teachers were asked to identify a span of three consecutive days when
uninterrupted, typical reading instruction for the target group would take place.
Observing for three consecutive days lessens observer effects, whereby the presence of
an observer changes participant behavior, by creating tolerance of the observer’s
presence. In each classroom, researchers observed the entire period of reading instruction.
Using a laptop computer, the observer kept structured field notes of instructional events
using a pre-designed form to aid in note-taking (see Appendix D). All observations were
conducted during a seven-week window by a team of two observers (myself and one
other Ph.D. level graduate student). Observers were trained according to Hartmann and
Wood’s (1982) suggested four-step procedure: (a) familiarity of observation manual, (b)
practice in using the observation tool, (c) re-training, and (d) post-investigation
debriefing.
Observer training. Observers were provided approximately six hours of training
during which the first two steps of Hartmann and Wood’s (1982) procedure for training
observers was used. First, observers were trained in the use of the Instructional Content
Emphasis-Revised (ICE-R; Edmonds & Briggs, 2003) observation manual (see Appendix
E). Not only did this require learning the layout of the manual, but also learning each of
the codes and indicators that govern the assignment of codes. Second, observers were
provided with at least two hours of practice using written scenarios and videos so that
observers could become facile in recording and coding events using the ICE-R code sheet
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(see Appendix F). At the end of the initial training phase, observers watched a 20-30
minute video and were required to code the observation with at least 90% accuracy. Any
observer who did not meet this requirement met individually with the trainer to discuss
any discrepancies or coding confusions. Observers met 90% accuracy on the third
attempt.
Observer re-training. The third step of Hartmann and Wood’s (1982) procedure
took place during data collection. Observers returned to the training facility once per
week to reconcile the correct coding of ambiguous instructional events recorded in the
classroom. Discussions of accurate coding and portrayal of events were mediated by an
expert in the ICE-R observation tool. Observers met on five occasions and spent
approximately three hours in the re-training phase.
Post-investigation debriefing. The final step of Hartmann and Wood’s (1982)
training procedure took place one week after all observation data were collected. During
this phase, observers re-convened to participate in a post-investigation debriefing. Here,
any outstanding coding ambiguities were reconciled. Further, observers were asked to
share their personal perceptions of observed classroom instruction. Post-investigation
debriefing was led by an expert in the ICE-R observation tool, and extensive notes were
taken during the meeting.
Interobserver agreement. Interobserver agreement was established after the initial
training phase described above and prior to observation data collection. It was established
again during week three of the observation window. The gold standard method was used
to establish percent agreement. All observers independently viewed and coded the same
video of elementary school reading instruction. Percent agreement was established using
the following formula (Hintze, 2005):
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occurrenceagreements
X 100%
occurrenceagreements + disagreements

Observers were required to reach 90% agreement (agreement = exact matches on
each code) with the gold standard on dimensions A-D, Content Emphasis, and Student
Engagement. For the Quality Indicators, an agreement will be defined as being within
one rating point. If an observer did not meet the 90% agreement standard after viewing
and coding one video, he or she watched and coded subsequent unique videos until 90%
agreement was reached, a level suggested as appropriate by Kelly (1977). Table 3
provides a summary of percent agreement for each section as well as the overall percent
agreement for the entire measure.
Table 3: Percent Agreement

Dimension
Overall
A
B
C
D
Indicators of
Engagement
Quality Indicator

Prior to
Observation
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

Week
Three of
Observation
90.50
100.00
100.00
100.00
88.89

100.00
100.00

77.78
88.89

While simple percent agreement is very popular, it can be inflated due to chance
(Hintze, 2005). Cohen’s k is a more conservative measure of interobserver agreement in
that it takes into account chance agreement, making Cohen’s k the interobserver index of
choice (Suen & Ary, 1989). Coefficients can range from -1.0 to +1.0, with scores of less
than 0 considered poor, .01-.20 slight, .21 to .40 fair, .41 to .60 moderate, .60 to .80
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substantial, and .81 to 1.0 almost perfect (Gelfand & Hartmann, 1975; Landis & Koch,
1977).
Cohen’s (1960) kappa (k) indices were calculated for each variable observed
during the video observations and again during week three of observations (see Table 4).
The following formula for k was used:

k=

∑ a − ∑ ef
N − ∑ ef

where a = agreements and ef = expected frequencies of agreement by chance. Prior to the
observation period, kappa coefficients show substantial to perfect agreement for
dimensions A, C, D, Indicators of Engagement, and Quality Indicators. The Kappa
coefficient for dimension B is considered fair, however, retraining was provided for
dimension B. At midpoint of the observation period (3 weeks into observation data
collection), kappa coefficients indicate moderate to perfect agreement for all dimensions
used in data analysis.
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Table 4. Cohen’s Kappa
Dimension

Prior to Observation
Kappa
Coefficient
(95%
Confidence
Interval)
z
1.00
†
(1.0-1.0)
1.00
†
(1.0-1.0)
1.00
†
(1.0-1.0)
1.0
†
(1.0-1.0)

A
B
C
D
Indicators
of
Engagement

1.0
(1.0-1.0)

†

p
†
†
†
†

†

Week 3 of Observation
Kappa
Coefficient
(95%
Confidence
Interval)
z
p
0.99
4.72
0.0001**
(0.90-1.08)
1.00
5.07
0.0001**
(0.97-1.03)
1.00
†
†
(1.0-1.0)
0.65
5.35
0.0001**
(0.61-0.69)
0.57
(0.05-1.09)

Quality
Indicators

1.78

1.0
†
†
0.80
2.60
(1.0-1.0)
(0.42-1.17)
Note: † could not be calculated due to lack of variation in agreements; *p < .05. **p < .001.

0.076

0.0094**

Potential Threats to Reliability and Validity
Observer effects and observer bias are threats to validity and reliability,
respectively (Goodwin, 2003). Therefore, they must be addressed through research
design. Each will be described below followed by a methodological solution to the
threats.
Observer Effects
While researchers want to observe behavior that naturally occurs in school
settings and strive to maintain validity—whereby that which is recorded is what the
researcher intended to observe (Baer, Harrison, Fradenburg, Peterson, & Milla, 2005)—
the mere fact that an observer is present can change participant behavior (Foster, 1996;
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Roethlisberger & Dickson, 1939). This phenomenon is referred to as an observer effect or
reactivity. Therefore, issues such as participant characteristics, observer characteristics,
and the invasiveness of the observation itself must be considered when designating
compensations in research design.

Participant characteristics. According to Hartmann and Wood (1990),
participants who are young, confident, or insensitive to the presence of observers exhibit
less reactivity. However, the students included in this study were all identified as having
a disability that, no doubt, has caused them embarrassment and anxiety in the school
setting. So, to alleviate some of the anxiety probable among participants when being
observed, each teacher was asked to prepare his or her students beginning 2 days prior to
the observation by simply telling them that one of his or her colleagues will be visiting
the classroom to watch him or her teach (Hartmann & Wood, 1990).
With teachers, it is equally important to allay any fears regarding observation. All
observers made an effort to build a relationship of trust with each teacher (Foster, 1996)
by meeting with him or her prior to the observation to explain study procedures, and
assuring confidentiality while being careful to avoid exposing any research hypotheses.
Second, observers were asked to arrive in the classroom early enough to re-establish
rapport teachers prior to the observation.

Observer characteristics. Just as participant characteristics can cause observer
effects, so too can observer characteristics. It is suggested that observers try their best to
blend in with the school surroundings. For example, they should neither under nor
overdress for the elementary school setting (Foster, 1996; Wilkinson, 2000). In other
words, wearing a suit to a third grade classroom would attract attention, in turn creating
teacher and/or student anxiety based on the perception they are being observed by
someone of great import. During training, a dress code policy was discussed. In sum,
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observers were asked to dress in a manner consistent with average elementary school
teacher attire.

Conspicuous observation. Harris and Lahey (1982) reported that conspicuous
conditions of observations can interact during intervention studies to produce a form of
reactivity that mimics a treatment effect. One approach used to minimize such an effect is
to conduct more than one observation in order to influence habituation to the observation
condition. To this end, observers conducted a series of three observations in each
classroom. A second approach to decreasing the effects of conspicuous observation
includes selecting a space within the classroom that is as non-obtrusive as possible
(Foster, 1996; Goodwin, 2003; Wilkinson, 2000). For example, sitting behind students is
preferable to sitting in the front of the classroom in clear sight. Instructions regarding
choice of observer location were explicitly covered during the training phase of this
study.
Observer Bias
Observer bias is caused by expectations and knowledge observers have about
participants that may influence the objectivity of their observations (Hartmann & Wood,
1990). This phenomenon threatens reliability, or the degree to which the recording
process produces the same recordings when applied to identical behaviors and events
(Baer et al., 2005). Observer bias can be reduced by observation system design and
observer training. One component of observation system design includes the use of low
inference coding systems (Hartmann & Wood, 1990) that use explicit operational
definitions (Goodwin, 2003). Such coding systems reduce the tendency for observer bias.
Indeed, the ICE-R observation tool is considered a low-inference coding system due to its
explicit code descriptions. Second, it is strongly suggested that data collectors are not told
experimental hypotheses during observer training (Baer, 2005; Pelligrini, 2004;
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Wilkinson, 2000). Special care was taken to avoid divulging specific research
hypotheses. Third, it is important that observers are informed to record all events related
to the coding system (Baer, 2005; Hartmann & Wood, 1990) and are explicitly cautioned
against bias (Hartmann & Wood, 1990). Finally, it is suggested that observer work be
checked periodically (Baer, 2005), as with the re-training phase utilized for this study.
Observer Drift
Observer drift is another threat to reliability, whereby over time, observer
accuracy decreases or changes. Because the causes of observer drift include boredom and
inattention (Hartmann & Wood, 1990; Wilkinson, 2000), design features can be built into
a study to reduce observer drift. During the current study, observers engaged in large
amounts of practice during training to increase observer stamina (Wilkinson, 2000). They
also participated in continued re-training during the course of data collection (Hartmann
& Wood, 1990) to further combat observer drift.
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Collecting Student Achievement Data
Students identified as being part of the chosen reading instructional groups
participated in pre and post testing as well as ongoing progress monitoring. See Table 5
for a summary of the testing schedule.
Table 5. Testing Schedule

WJ-III
TOSCRF
DIBELS
ORF

Pre
Test
January
X
X

PM1

PM2

PM3

PM4

Post
Test
April
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Pre and Post-Testing
Students were pretested during a 2-week window in January and postested during
a two-week window in late April. Two graduate student testers participated in 3 hours of
training in the administration of all measures. To establish reliability of testing
procedures, each tester was paired with another. One tester used a script to imitate student
responses during the testing situation. A tester was considered reliable when their
recorded score was within one point of the score recorded on the student script. If a tester
did not meet this requirement, guided practice was provided and the tester participated in
the reliability exercise again. All testers were deemed reliable on the first attempt.
Progress Monitoring
Students participated in oral reading fluency assessments six times over the
course of this study. Wave one took place at pretesting, with wave two following two
weeks after, wave three following four weeks after, wave four following six weeks after,
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wave five following eight weeks after, and wave six taking place during post-testing.
During each assessment wave, three on-grade-level and three off-grade-level passages
were administered. The median score for each set of passages was recorded for each
student at each testing wave.

Data Sources
Data for this study were collected from the following sources: (a) classroom
observations, (b) student achievement measures, and (c) student records.
Classroom Observations

Instructional Content Emphasis – Revised (ICE-R). The ICE-R (Edmonds and
Briggs, 2003) is an instrument used for observing teaching and learning in the classroom.
Thus, the ICE-R was used to systematically categorize and code the content of reading
instruction in the resource room. Data yielded by ICE-R includes (a) multi-dimensional
descriptions of reading and language arts instruction, (b) amount of time allocated to
instructional components, (c) student grouping patterns, (d) types of materials utilized by
teachers and students, (e) levels of student engagement, and (f) quality of instruction. The
type of instruction, grouping, and materials are differentiated into four dimensions for
coding purposes. Dimension A describes the main instructional category (e.g., writing,
comprehension, fluency, etc.). Dimension B describes the instructional subcategory. For
example, Word Study (Dimension A main category) contains the following (Dimension
B) sub-categories: instruction of letter/sound relationships, providing opportunities for
application of letter/sound relationships, irregular word instruction, and other.
Dimension C describes grouping practices (e.g., whole group = entire class is
involved in the same activity, small group = class is working in 2 or more groups,
independent = students are engaged individually in an activity/assignment like others in
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the class, or individualized = students work individually on differentiated assignments).
Dimension D describes the types of materials used by the teacher and/or students (e.g.,
blackboard, decodable texts, pencil and paper, manipulatives, etc.). Content emphasis
refers to the percentage of the class time that is dedicated to a particular event, and is
calculated by dividing the number of minutes in an instructional event by the total
number of minutes observed. It is recorded on a five-point scale: 1 = minimal emphasis
(10% or less), 2 = low moderate emphasis (11% - 40%), 3 = high-moderate emphasis
(41% - 70%), 4 = high emphasis (71% - 90%), and 5 = maximum emphasis (91% –
100%). Student Engagement codes indicate the level of student on-task behavior during
an activity, and is assessed on a three-point Likert Scale (1 = low, 2 = medium, and 3 =
high).
Quality Indicator codes indicate the quality of instruction on a four-point scale (1
= weak, 2 = low average, 3 = high average, 4 = excellent). For each event, the observer
records evidence of direct, explicit instruction, teacher modeling, time for practice,
teacher feedback, pacing, student performance monitoring, encouragement of on-task
behavior, and scaffolding. Descriptions for Dimensions A-D, Content Emphasis, Student
Engagement, and Quality Indicators are provided in a codebook. Observers use these
descriptions to determine the codes and ratings that best describe the instruction
observed. See Appendix E for the ICE-R Codebook and Appendix F for the ICE-R code
sheet.
Student Achievement Measures

Woodcock Johnson-III (WJ-III). The WJ-III (Woodcock, McGrew & Mather,
2001) is an individually administered, standardized test that assesses student reading
achievement. The following subtests were used for the purposes of this study: LetterWord Identification (WID), Word Attack (WA), and Passage Comprehension (PC). The
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WID subtest evaluates a student’s ability to read individual words in isolation. Students
read a series of words that appear in large type on the stimulus page. As students proceed
through the test items, they are asked to read words that appear less frequently in written
English. For an answer to be considered correct, the student must provide a natural
reading of the word within five sections. Letter-Word Identification has a median
reliability of .91 in the age 5 to 19 range (McGrew & Woodcock, 2001).
The WA subtest examines a student’s ability to apply phonic and structural
analysis skills in order to read nonsense words, which were chosen for this subtest
because it simulates the real-life task of encountering an unknown, but real, word.
Students cannot rely on vocabulary skills to decode nonsense words. Therefore, the WA
subtest is a high quality measure for assessing students’ level of phonic and structural
analysis skills. The test begins with simple consonant-vowel combinations and progresses
to multisyllabic nonsense words. Word Attack has a median reliability of .87 in the age 5
to 19 range (McGrew & Woodcock, 2001).
The PC subtest evaluates a student’s reading comprehension skills through the
completion of cloze activities, requiring students to read the entire item to provide the
correct missing term. About one-third of the PC items are one sentence long and contain
a picture related to the text. All others are longer passages with no illustration. Passage
Comprehension has a median reliability of .83 in the age 5 to 19 range (McGrew &
Woodcock, 2001).

Test of Silent Contextual Reading Fluency (TOSCRF; Hammill, Wiederhold &
Allen, 2006a). The TOSCRF measures the speed with which students can recognize the
individual words in a series of printed passages that become progressively more difficult
in context, vocabulary, and grammar. The passages are printed in uppercase without
punctuation or spaces between the words. Students are given three minutes to draw lines
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between as many words as possible. The TOSCRF measures students’ ability to
recognize printed words and their meaning, use knowledge of syntax and morphology to
understand the meaning of written sentences, incorporate word knowledge and grammar
to understand the meaning of words and sentences, and read and understand contextual
material at a pace fast enough to make silent reading practical. The TOSCRF reports
alternate form and test-retest median reliability coefficients range from .82 to .88.

Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills ORF (DIBELS; Good &
Kaminski, 2002). DIBELS ORF was administered at six points over the course of the
semester. The Oral Reading Fluency subtest evaluates students’ oral reading on 1-minute
timed reading samples with the number of correct words per minute for each passage
recorded. A series of three on-grade-level and three off-grade-level passages were
administered at each data collection point. The median score for each set of passages was
recorded. The test–retest coefficients for this measure range from .92 to .97. Alternate
forms were administered during progress monitoring.
Student Records
Schools are required to maintain a file of records for each student who receives
special education services. Within this file are kept meeting notes, Individualized
Education Plans, initial assessment information, records of ongoing assessment and
student work samples. With parent permission, student records were studied to learn
students’ age, grade, gender, disability labels, method of LD identification, results of
assessment conducted for eligibility purposes, results of most recent assessment, and time
enrolled in special education services. This information is included on the Student
Descriptive Data Sheet (Appendix C).
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Data Analysis
Analysis of Observation Data
The ICE-R (Edmonds & Briggs, 2002) provides data on teachers’ instructional
behavior and on students’ learning behavior. Descriptive statistics were calculated (to
answer research questions 1, 2, and 3, including the number of minutes and proportion of
total teaching time for each of the main and subcategories coded on the ICE-R (e.g.
fluency, phonological awareness, etc.). In addition, the amount and proportion of time
spent engaged in text reading and different grouping structures were calculated.
Analysis of Student Outcomes
To estimate student improvement from pretest to posttest (per research question
4), gain scores were calculated for each measure. Paired samples t-tests were used to
determine if the average gain differed significantly from 0. Here, two means—pre test
mean and post test mean—were compared to determine growth beyond chance for each
of five outcome measures. Because a greater number of outcome variables leads to a
greater chance of obtaining a statistic interpreted as significant, leading to a Type I error
(Hammond, 2000), a Bonferroni adjustment was made to the expected probability level,
whereby the traditional probability level was divided by the number of dependent
variables. An adjusted probability level of 0.01 was used to determine significant growth
over time for these five outcomes (.05/5 = .01).
For measures with significant average gains, additional analyses were conducted
to evaluate the magnitude of differences and the possibility that they represent clinical
meaningful effects. Effect sizes were calculated as the difference in group means from
pre and post test, divided by 21, the standard deviation of the Normal Curve Equivalent
(NCE) distribution. An effect size of .25 will be considered as educationally meaningful
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(Cohen, 1988). Because a local sample is not available for comparison, the group of
students in the norming samples of the Woodcock Johnson and the DIBELS were used as
comparisons. While the use of a local sample (i.e., students attending the same or similar
schools, from the same or similar neighborhoods) is desirable, relying on the normative
groups for purposes of comparison represents a reasonable alternative. Admittedly, using
a national norming sample may be less effective than local comparisons in eliminating
alternative hypotheses; however it does provide a measure of control.

Calculations of expected growth. A process of comparing students’ grade
equivalent scores across time was utilized to determine the percentage of students who
made more than, less, than, or exactly four months’ growth. Here, each student’s grade
equivalent score was calculated at pre and post test for each of 4 standardized measures
(WJ-III and TOSCRF). The difference between pre and post test was calculated and
multiplied by 12 to represent the number of months’ growth. One reason grade equivalent
scores were introduced to reports of standardized testing was to simplify the evaluation of
growth and development (Hills, 1981).
Admittedly, there are limitations in using grade equivalent scores to measure
expected growth. First, grade equivalent scores outside the current grade are common and
should be interpreted with caution. For example, a fifth-grade student could receive a
grade equivalent score of 7.4. This does not mean the student can perform seventh-grade
work. It does mean the student is above average in the tested skill, but it is very unlikely
that that the fifth grade student has mastered seventh grade level material (Ramos, 1996).
Second, grade equivalent scores obtained from tests by different publishers may provide
conflicting results due to the fact that different normative samples are used. Authors of
both the WJ-III and TOSCRF report their norming sample is representative of the
population of school aged children (Woodcock & McGrew, 2003; Hammil, Wiederholt &
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Allen, 2006b). Finally, grade equivalent scores are not on an equal-interval scale,
meaning that the distance between two scores has different meaning at different points on
the scale. For example, the distance between 2.2 and 2.3 constitutes a different amount
than the distance between 9.2 and 9.3. Therefore, grade equivalent scores should not be
added, subtracted, or averaged. Thus, findings reported in this study should be interpreted
as only descriptive in nature.

ORF data. Each student’s ORF gains over time was calculated at six separate
points (pre test, four progress monitoring points, and post test). Good and Kaminski
(2002) have developed a set of standards of achievement for students in grades three
through five based on a nation-wide norming sample. After each testing period, students
may be categorized as “at risk,” “some risk,” or “low risk” in ORF. For example, students
in the “at risk” category are deemed in need of additional instruction in order to meet the
next benchmark goal. At each data collection point, each student was placed in one of
these three categories based on his or her ORF score.
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CHAPTER IV
This chapter reports findings of the current descriptive study that took place
during reading instruction provided in 10 resource rooms located within nine schools in
seven rural, urban, and suburban central Texas school districts. In the following section,
each research question is addressed through descriptive and statistical analyses coupled
with narrative additions.
Observers were present during reading instruction provided in elementary
resource rooms for a total of 1,785 minutes. Class periods ranged from 41 to 90 minutes,
with a mean of 59.5 minutes (SD = 13.50). Length of class period by teacher is provided
in Table 6. Between 0 and 39 minutes during each period were spent engaged in logistical
tasks such as role call or announcements. If logistical tasks lasted less than one minute,
they were considered incidental in nature and were not included in this tally. Class size
ranged from one to seven students, with an average class size of 3.9 students (SD = 1.54).
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Table 6: Length of Class Period by Teacher

Teacher
Bailey
Cox
Davis
Goodwin
Gold
Hill
Jones
Mack
Robertson
Wilson
TOTAL

Range in
Number of
Students
Present
2
3-5
4
4-5
1
3-5
3-5
5-7
5
3-5
na

Length of Class Period
Total
M
SD
142.00
47.33
4.62
210.00
70.00
20.00
211.00
70.33
0.00
170.00
56.67
2.89
136.00
45.33
3.79
177.00
59.00
7.94
175.00
58.33
5.69
179.00
59.67
8.50
221.00
73.67
14.22
164.00
54.67
3.06
1785.00
na
na

Number Minutes on Logistical
Tasks
Total
M
SD
14.00
4.67
3.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
34.00
11.33
4.80
39.00
13.00
6.98
2.00
0.67
0.82
13.00
4.33
3.29
13.00
4.33
2.71
9.00
3.00
2.35
21.00
7.00
6.85
13.00
4.33
3.49
158.00
na
na

Note: mean is calculated across three observations; Examples of logistical tasks include taking role, handing out
materials

The goal of this investigation was to record all instructional opportunities
provided during reading instruction time in the resource room. Therefore, when multiple
activities occurred simultaneously, each was recorded as a separate event. For example, if
a teacher conducted a 15-minute word sort activity with one group of students and
another group concurrently listened to an audio tape of text, each would be coded as a
separate 15 minute event, representing 30 minutes of reading instruction. Using this
method, a total of 2,178 minutes of reading instruction was recorded over a seven-week
time span. Thus, the total of 2,178 minutes was used in all calculations.
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Research Question 1: What Components of Effective Instruction
(phonological awareness, phonics/word study, fluency, comprehension,
vocabulary) do Teachers Implement during Reading Instruction in
Elementary Resource Rooms?
Two data sources were used to address this question. First, the number of minutes
and proportion of total instructional time was reported for each of the components of
effective instruction. Second, narrative examples of instruction drawn from field notes
recorded during classroom observations were used to illustrate some findings. Table 7
provides a summary of total minutes and proportion of time spent engaged in each type
of instruction, average teacher quality and average student engagement. Table 8 provides
the total minutes and proportion of time spent engaged in each type of instruction, teacher
quality, and student engagement reported by teacher.
Table 7: Reading Instruction, Teacher Quality, and Student Engagement

Phonological
Awareness
Phonics/Word Study
Fluency
Comprehension
Vocabulary
Spelling Tests
Text Reading +
Writing

Total
Number
of
Minutes
60
696
193
557
209
73
241
149

%

Average
Teacher
Quality*

Average
Student
Engagement**

2.75%
31.96%
8.86%
25.57%
9.60%
3.35%
11.07%
6.84%

2.83
3.05
3.38
3.08
3.18
2.83
3.15
3.25

2.92
2.70
2.92
2.64
2.82
2.83
2.80
2.75

Note. * four-point scale: 1 = weak, 2 = low average, 3 = high average, 4 = excellent;
** three point scale: 1 = low, 2 = medium, 3 = high; + this text reading category
includes the reading of text with no accompanying comprehension, vocabulary, or
fluency activity.
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Table 8: Reading Instruction, Teacher Quality, and Student Engagement by Teacher

Bailey
Cox
Davis
Goodwin
Gold
Hill

Phonological
Awareness
M
SD
0
*
0
*
3.33
*
1.33
*
0
*
0
*

Phonics/
Word Study
M
SD
26.3
1.54
20
0.00
15
5.57
16.7
6.77
34.33 5.51
18.7
7.37

Fluency
M
SD
0
*
0
*
7.33 2.83
2.33 3.54
6.67 1.15
5.67 6.36

Comprehension
M
SD
0
*
48.33 17.99
17.33 10.69
5.33
1.41
2
*
15.67
7.68

Vocabulary
M
SD
5.33
*
20
*
3.67 3.54
5.67
*
1
*
0
*

Jones
Mack
Robertson
Wilson

5.67
2.67
5
2

32
15.3
30
26

3.33
16.3
22.7
0

45.33
14.67
23.67
13.33

6.33
16.3
8
3.33

Teacher

3.54
0
0.96
2.83

19.39
3.82
11.46
5.18

*
6.27
10.68
*

19.37
5.51
15.71
2.42

3.21
8.5
12.73
1.15

Spelling
Tests
M
SD
5.2 13.43
27 0.00
0
*
3.3
*
1.7 0.71
0
*
0
0
0
0

*
*
*
*

Text
Reading
M
SD
1.5
*
23.3 9.71
3.67 0.71
0
*
2.67 0.00
33 6.82

Other
M
SD
0
*
29.3 2.83
0
*
9
6.36
0
*
0
*

Student
Engagement
M
SD
2.43 0.53
2.8
0.41
2.88 0.34
2.27 0.59
3
0
2.89 0.32

Teacher
Quality
M SD
1.6 0.5
3.9 0.3
3.5 0.5
2.7 0.7
3.4 0.5
3.4 0.5

12
0
4.67
12

0
6.33
5
0

2.43
2.92
2.8
2.84

1.8
3.9
3
3

3.61
*
*
4.77

*
9.1
2.12
*

0.6
0.27
0.41
0.37

Note: Mean is calculated across 3 observations; Student Engagement is rated on a three-point scale. Teacher Quality is rated on a four-point scale; * SD could
not be calculated
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0.9
0.4
0.5
0.4

Phonological Awareness
On the ICE-R, PA was defined as, “The ability to recognize the sounds in spoken
language and how they can be segmented, blended, and manipulated.” Thus, PA
instruction was characterized by its emphasis on spoken language. PA codes were further
specified by the type of PA activity: (a) rhyming, (b) blending or segmenting sentences
and/or syllables, (c) onset-rime, (d) blending or segmenting phonemes, (e) isolation tasks,
or (f) other types of PA activities. For a full description of PA activities, refer to
Appendix E.
Teachers were observed teaching PA for a total of 60 minutes, representing 2.75%
of the total observation time. During 40% of this PA instruction, students were engaged
in blending or segmenting sentences or syllables. Students were engaged in blending or
segmenting phonemes for 20% of the PA instructional time (or less than 1% of the total
reading instructional time). See Table 9 for all types of PA instruction observed, teacher
quality and student engagement.
Table 9. PA Instruction, Teacher Quality, and Student Engagement

Type of PA
Instruction
Rhyming
Blending or
segmenting
sentences/syllables
Onset/rime
Blending or
segmenting
phonemes
Isolation tasks
Other
TOTAL

#
minutes
5
24

% of PA
Instruction*
8.33%
40.00%

% of Total
Instructional
Time**
0.23%
1.10%

Average
Teacher
Quality
4.00
3.40

Average
Student
Engagement
3.00
3.00

4
12

6.67%
20.00%

0.18%
0.55%

4.00
2.00

3.00
3.00

15
0
60

25.00%
0.00%
100.00%

0.69%
0.00%
2.75%

1.50
na
na

2.50
na
na

Note: PA = Phonological Awareness; * calculated based on 60 minutes of phonological awareness time;
** calculated based on 2,178 minutes of total instructional time
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Of the relatively minimal time spent on PA, the vast majority of PA activities
were conducted by the special education teacher (71.67%), with almost 20% provided by
via computer and 10% provided by a teacher’s assistant.
Quality of PA instruction varied widely on a four-point scale (1 = weak; 4 =
excellent), with an average teacher quality rating of 2.83. Only 28.33% of observed PA
instruction was coded as “excellent” instruction, with another 31.67% coded as “high
average.” While a majority of instruction was coded as either “excellent” or “high
average, a striking 11.67% coded as “low average,” with another 28.33% of PA
instruction was coded as “weak.” Because a great deal of PA instruction was coded as
“low average” or “weak,” I became interested in what components of teacher quality
were lacking during this instruction and alternatively, what components of teacher quality
were present during “excellent” instruction. To explore this idea, I identified two PA
events coded as “weak” and two PA events coded as “excellent.” I returned to observers’
field notes to ascertain the teacher quality characteristics among these events. The events
are described below. See Table 10 for a summary of teacher quality characteristics.
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Table 10: Teacher Quality Characteristics of “Weak” or “Excellent” PA Activities
Teacher

Type of
Activity

Quality
Rating

Quality Indicator Descriptors

Pacing

Monitors
student
performance

Encourage
student
engagement

no
feedback

activity
too long

no
monitoring

no
monitoring

Y

no
feedback

activity
too long

no
monitoring

no
monitoring

Scaffolding
no
scaffolding
provided
no
scaffolding
provided

Explicit
Language

Models
Examples

Opportunities
to practice

Corrective
Feedback

no
examples

Y

no
examples

Jones

isolation task

1

Jones

isolation task
syllable
blending
syllable
segmentation

1

ambiguous
instructions
no
instructions
given

4

Y

Y

Y

not needed

Y

Y

Y

not needed

4

Y

Y

Y

not needed

Y

Y

Y

not needed

Robertson
Robertson
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•

Event 1 (quality = 1): The teacher handed each student a stack of picture cards
with words on the back and said, “You are going to sort these.” Two students
looked at the picture, said the word, and placed the cards in separate stacks. One
student looked at the word on the back of the card. He never read the word but
compared the spelling to the previous word to determine how it was different.
After five minutes, the teacher returned and said, “Now, I want you to tell the
group what sounds you were working with.” Each student named the sounds. The
student who relied on word structure to determine differences could not name the
sounds. The teacher told him the sounds.

•

Event 2 (quality = 1): The teacher distributed a worksheet with letters down the
middle and pictures down each side. The teacher said, “You are going to match
for sounds.” She walked away to assist students engaged in other activities.
Students were confused about whether they were looking for initial or final
sounds. They never asked for assistance and the teacher never checked on their
progress.

•

Event 3 (quality = 4): Teacher told purpose of activity was to practice blending
multisyllable words. Teacher gave instructions and provided one model. She set
the timer for one minute and began the activity. Teacher provided syllables and
students said the word in unison. T: “pic—nic”; S: “picnic.”

•

Event 4 (quality = 4): The next day, the teacher described in event three repeated
the activity, but had students segment words into syllables. The same explicit
procedure was used.
Student engagement during all PA activities was consistently coded as “medium”

or “high,” with an overwhelming majority of student engagement coded as “high”
(81.67%). In sum, while PA instruction comprised a very small portion of total observed
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time, students were highly engaged with mostly “high average” or “excellent” quality PA
instruction.
Phonics/Word Study
Word study instruction comprised: (a) teaching letter-sound relationships, (b)
providing opportunities for application of letter-sound knowledge to reading, writing, or
spelling, (c) teaching irregular words, (d) word reading for the purpose of accurate
recognition, (e) integration of word study where teachers encourage or prompt students to
use previously taught word study skills, and (f) other types of word study instruction.
Word Study instruction encompassed 696 minutes, or 31.96% of the total observed
reading instruction. Phonics/word study activities observed included knowledge of letter
sound relationships (24.57% of word study instruction), opportunities for application of
letter/sound knowledge to reading, writing, or spelling (69.11% of word study
instruction), explicit instruction of irregular words (2.73% of word study instruction), and
reading words in isolation (3.59% of word study instruction). See Table 11 for all types
of phonics/word study instruction observed, teacher quality and student engagement.
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Table 11: Phonics/Word Study Instruction, Teacher Quality, and Student Engagement

Type of Word
Study Instruction
Letter/Sound
Relationships
Application of
Letter/Sound
Knowledge to
Reading/ Writing/
Spelling
Irregular Words
Word Reading
Integration of Word
Study
Other
TOTAL

#
minute
s

Average
% of Word % of Total Average
Student
Study
Instructional Teacher
Instruction*
Quality Engagement
Time**

171

24.57%

7.85%

3.23

2.71

481
19
25

69.11%
2.73%
3.59%

22.08%
0.87%
1.15%

2.94
3.50
1.00

2.64
3.00
3.00

0
0
696

0.00%
0.00%
100.00%

0.00%
0.00%
31.96%

na
na
na

na
na
na

Note: Integration of word study = teacher gives students prompts to use word study
strategies in other applications; * calculated based on 696 minutes of word study
time; ** calculated based on 2,178 minutes of total instructional time
The special education teacher led most of the phonics/word study instruction
observed (80.89%), with teaching assistants (8.91%) and computer applications (7.04%)
providing instruction as well. Average teacher quality (on a four-point scale) during
phonics/word study instruction was 3.05, indicating an overall rating of “high average.”
Indeed, 27.30% of word study was coded as “excellent,” with another 46% coded as
“high average.” However, a full quarter (25.19%) of word study instruction was deemed
“weak.” Because a great deal of phonics/word study instruction was coded as “weak,” I
became interested in what components of teacher quality were lacking during “weak”
instruction and alternatively, what components of teacher quality were present during
“excellent” instruction. I reviewed observers’ field notes to ascertain the teacher quality
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characteristics among these events. The events are described below. See Table 12 for a
summary of teacher quality characteristics.
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Table 12: Teacher Quality Characteristics of “Weak” or “Excellent” Phonics/Word Study Activities
Teacher

Bailey
Jones
Gold
Hill

Type of
Activity

application
to writing
words
application
to writing
words
application
to reading
words
application
to reading
words

Quality
Rating

Quality Indicator Descriptors
Monitors
student
performance

Encourage
student
engagement

Scaffolding

Y

N

N

pacing
too slow

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Explicit
Language

Models
Examples

Opportunities
to practice

Corrective
Feedback

1

N

N

Y

N

Pacing
very
laborious
and long
activity

1

N

N

Y

N

4

Y

Y

Y

4

Y

Y

Y
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•

Event 1 (quality = 1): Teacher dictates a word and 2 students write the
word. One of two things occurred over the 27-minute span when a student
struggled. First, the teacher repeated the word, commonly saying things
such as, “What in the world is this? It says ‘wiffies’! Look at me. The
word is ‘swift.’” Or, the teacher gave the phonemes for the word, but did
so quickly and did not ask the students to segment the words into
phonemes.

•

Event 2 (quality = 1): With one student, the teacher puts plastic letters “i”
and “t” out on the table. She says, “We’re going to make a word with
these letters. What letters could you put in front of –it to make a new
word? When the student puts a “d” in front of the word, the teacher says,
“Is ‘dit’ a real word? No. Let’s make a new word.” The student is stuck
and cannot make a word. The teacher says, “what if we put a ‘b’? What
word would it make?” The activity continued like this for 15 minutes.

•

Event 3 (quality = 4): Teacher builds nonsense words for the student to
read. Each nonsense word has the new sounds she taught in the previous
activity. The teacher says, “We have been practicing these sounds [student
reviews sound cards quickly]. I am going to build some nonsense words
for you and I’d like for you to sound them out. I will point to each letter
and you give me the sound, then we’ll blend the word together.” The
teacher models sounding out 2 nonsense words. When student experiences
difficulty, she shows the student how to sound out the word and then blend
it together. After nonsense words, they practice real words in the same
manner.
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•

Event 4 (quality = 4): Teacher reviews the silent e rule with students. They
read a small set of silent e words. Teacher writes “c__p__” on the board
and asks what letters go into the blanks to make this a silent e word?
Teacher models saying, “If it is a silent e word, I know there is an ‘e’ on
the end. Then, I know that this blank needs a vowel, too. Let’s figure out
what vowel we need so that the word makes sense.” She tries short a and
asks, “Does it make sense?” The group completes 4 more word together,
and then each student completes a few words independently.

Students were highly engaged during a majority of observed word study
instruction (65.95%). “Low” student engagement was recorded for only 1.44% of word
study instruction observed. To summarize, word study instruction comprised
approximately one-third of observed reading instruction. Students were highly engaged
during three-fourths of instruction that was judged as “high average” or “excellent” in
quality for 70% of events.
Fluency
Events were coded as “fluency” if the intent of reading words or text was to
improve the pace and accuracy of reading. Fluency was sub coded as one of the
following: (a) letter or sound naming fluency, (b) word fluency, or (c) repeated reading of
text that could take the form of choral reading, partner reading, or independent reading
with a technical aide such as audio tape or computer applications.
Fluency instruction took place for 193 total minutes, representing 8.86% of the
total observed instructional time. Most fluency instruction was sub coded as repeated
reading of text (151 minutes; 79.89% of fluency instructional time). Students spent
smaller amounts of time engaged in word reading fluency (22 minutes; 11.64% of
fluency instructional time) or letter or sound naming fluency (4 minutes; 2.12% of
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fluency instructional time). See Table 13 for all types of fluency instruction observed,
teacher quality and student engagement.
Table 13: Fluency Instruction, Teacher Quality, and Student Engagement

Type of Fluency
Instruction
Letter or Sound
Naming Fluency
Word Fluency
Repeated Reading
of Text
Other
TOTAL

% of
% of Total
#
Fluency
Instructional
Time**
minutes Instruction*

Average
Teacher
Quality

Average
Student
Engagement

4

2.07%

0.18%

3.67

3.00

22

11.40%

1.01%

3.40

2.80

151
16
193

78.24%
8.29%
100.00%

6.93%
0.73%
8.86%

3.25
3.50
na

2.92
3.00
na

* calculated based on 193 minutes of fluency time; ** calculated based on 2,178
minutes of total instructional time
Fluency instruction was provided almost equally by the special education teacher
(36.79%) and by audio tape (34.20%). Other means of fluency instruction delivery
included partner reading (15.03%) and computer-aided instruction (13.99%). The quality
of fluency instruction was rated as either “high average” or “excellent” on all occasions,
with an average quality rating of 3.38 on a four-point scale. Fluency events led by the
special education teacher received an average instructional quality score of 3.5, while
fluency events provided through computer of audio tape received an average instructional
quality score of 3.0. Indeed, components required for high levels of quality, such as
modeling, opportunities for practice, and encouragement of high student engagement are
present during both teacher directed and technology-directed fluency instruction.
However, only teacher-led instruction provides opportunity for corrective feedback,
constant monitoring of student performance and the provision of wait time. Thus, it
seems logical that teacher-led fluency activities would receive a higher quality rating.
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Student engagement varied depending on whether fluency instruction was teacher
led or delivered by audiotape. When the teacher was the instructional leader, students
were highly engaged 91.55% of the time. Students were highly engaged 100% of the time
when either peers or computers were used. Finally, when students worked on reading
fluency through the use of an audio tape, they were highly engaged only 72.73% of the
time. Upon review of field notes, most audio tape-led fluency instruction took place
while the teacher led a separate small group. It is possible that lack of attention from the
teacher allowed less task engagement during audio tape-led fluency activities. In sum,
less than 10% of the total instructional time was dedicated to fluency instruction, most of
which was provided either by the teacher or through the use of audio tapes. Students
spent a greater proportion of time highly engaged when the teacher led fluency
instruction as opposed to audio-tape led fluency practice.
Comprehension
Activities coded as comprehension instruction included: (a) accessing prior
knowledge, (b) reading comprehension monitoring, (c) listening comprehension
monitoring, and (d) comprehension strategy instruction. These activities totaled 557
minutes, representing 25.57% of total observed instruction. Reading comprehension
monitoring—comprising mostly of teachers asking questions after reading—represented
the most commonly recorded type of comprehension instruction (369 minutes; 66.25% of
comprehension instruction time). Comprehension strategy instruction comprised 148
minutes and 26.57% of comprehension instruction time. Another important component of
comprehension instruction—accessing prior knowledge—was observed for a total of 33
minutes (5.92% of comprehension instruction time). See Table 14 for all types of
comprehension instruction observed, teacher quality and student engagement.
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Table 14: Comprehension Instruction, Teacher Quality, and Student Engagement
Type of
Comprehension
Instruction

#
minute
s

% of Total
% of
Comprehension Instructional
Time**
Instruction*

Average
Teacher
Quality

Average
Student
Engagement

Prior
Knowledge/Predicting

33

5.92%

1.52%

3.20

3.00

Reading
Comprehension
Monitoring

369

66.25%

16.94%

2.79

2.52

Listening
Comprehension
Monitoring

7

1.26%

0.32%

4.00

3.00

Comprehension
Strategy
Instruction/Use
Other
TOTAL

148
0
557

26.57%
0.00%
100.00%

6.80%
0.00%
25.57%

3.45
na
na

2.64
na
na

* calculated based on 557 minutes of comprehension time; ** calculated based on 2,178
minutes of total instructional time
A majority of comprehension instruction was provided by the special education
teacher (66.25%). During an additional 23.16% of comprehension time, students worked
independently on comprehension-related computer activities or worksheets. During the
majority of comprehension instruction, teacher quality was rated as either “high average”
(22.98%) or “excellent” (46.50%), with an average teacher quality rating of 3.08 (on a
four-point scale). Student engagement averaged 2.64 on a 3-point scale, with students
highly engaged during more than half of observed comprehension instruction (54.22%).
Students were engaged at a low level during only one activity observed during one
teacher’s lesson; however that one event lasted 52 minutes, representing 9.32% of the
comprehension instruction observed. For the remainder of the time (36.45%), students
were moderately engaged. In summary, reading comprehension instruction comprised
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approximately one-quarter of the total observed time, with reading comprehension
monitoring being the most prevalent type of comprehension instruction. While most
comprehension instruction was delivered by the teacher, students spent almost onequarter of comprehension instructional time engaged in independent worksheet or
computer activities. Still, instruction was deemed to be of high quality with students at
least moderately engaged almost 90% of the time.
Vocabulary
Vocabulary instruction was defined as providing students the opportunity to
develop print or oral vocabulary in the context of reading or discussion. Activities
included vocabulary words explicitly taught, embedded vocabulary instruction, word
categorization based on definition, or the use of context knowledge to confirm meaning.
This type of instruction was observed for a total of 209 minutes, representing 9.60% of
the total observed time.
Vocabulary instruction was provided solely by the special education teacher
during all observations. Quality ratings ranged from one to four, with an average of 3.18,
indicating overall “high average” quality instruction. More than half of observed
vocabulary instruction was deemed “excellent” in quality. Finally, students were highly
engaged during vocabulary instruction, with an average of 2.82 on a three-point scale.
Overall, very little vocabulary instruction took place in these resource classrooms;
however, the instruction observed was teacher directed and of at least high average
quality.
Other Instruction
Four other categories of reading instruction were coded. See Table 15 for the
categories and their descriptors. Students spent 463 minutes, or 21.26% of the total
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instruction time, engaged in other activities such as spelling tests(3.35%), text reading
(with no comprehension, vocabulary, or fluency application; 11.07%), or writing
activities (6.84%). Among these, the average teacher quality rating ranged from 2.83 to
3.25 (on a four-point scale)—hovering around the “high average” rating (spelling tests =
2.83; text reading = 3.15; writing = 3.25). In addition, students were moderately to highly
engaged during these activities (spelling tests = 2.83; text reading = 2.80; writing = 2.75).
Table 15: Categories and Descriptors for Other Reading Instruction Categories
Category
Title

ICE-R Definition

Spelling
Tests

Students learn to remember and reproduce
conventional spelling. This differs from
phonics/word study in that the task is writing
or orally spelling words in response to
dictated words.

Oral
Language
Development

Focus is on academic listening and speaking
to communicate meaning.

Text Reading

Instruction is coded here only if text reading
is not used to meet another objective such as
fluency or comprehension. This includes
events such as independent silent reading or
teacher read-alouds while students listen.

Writing or
Language
Arts

These include shared or independent writing
tasks, grammar and punctuation lessons, or
handwriting instruction.
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Research Question 2: What Amount and Proportion of Instructional
Time do Students Spend Reading Text during Reading Instruction in
Elementary Resource Rooms?
Text can be used within the context of activities that are aimed at other goals such
as comprehension or fluency building. In these cases, text reading is a vehicle for
reaching a separate instructional goal. Other times, students read text for enjoyment or to
fill extra time during a lesson. In these cases, text reading does not serve a separate
instructional goal. Therefore, text reading is captured in two unique ways using the ICER coding system.
First, during every event, the coder recorded the number of minutes the teacher or
student(s) spends reading connected text. The number of minutes is categorized as
student text reading if: (a) students read orally, (b) students read silently, or (c) teacher is
reading aloud and students are following along in their own copy of the text. The number
of minutes is categorized as teacher text reading if the teacher is reading aloud and
students have no text to read simultaneously. Second, “text reading” receives its own
code if text reading is not used as a vehicle for any other objective. For example, if
students are reading text repeatedly with the purpose of fluency building, the event is
coded as “fluency.” On the other hand, if students are engaged in sustained silent reading
with the purpose of simply reading text for no other reason, the event is coded as “text
reading.” Figure 1 provides a decision tree that was used to assist observers in coding this
component.
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Figure 1: Decision Tree for Coding Text Reading
Text reading observed

Is it a fluency activity?

YES

Code: fluency

YES

Code: word study/phonics

YES

Code: comprehension

YES

Code: writing

NO
Is it a word study/phonics activity?
NO
Is it a comprehension activity?
NO
Is it a writing activity?
NO
Code: text reading

Following is a description of text reading that includes text reading across all
components. Then, I will focus on text reading during fluency, comprehension, and
phonics/word study instruction followed by inquiry into the amount of text reading
conducted with no other associated instructional goal. Finally, I will report types of text
used during instruction.
Text Reading Across all Components
During the 2,178 minutes of reading instruction, students were engaged with text
for a total of 520 minutes, representing 23.88% of the total instructional time. Teachers
spent an additional 40 minutes reading text aloud to students (1.84%). Across all 30
observations, average student text reading totaled 17.33 minutes per observation. Among
the 10 classrooms observed, student text reading ranged from 0 to 137 minutes,
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comprising between 0% and 62.56% of instructional time. Refer to Table 16 to view
student reading time and proportion for each teacher.
Table 16: Student Reading Time and Proportion by Teacher
# of
# of
# of
% of
# of
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Observation
Observation
Observation
Observed
Minutes
Time*
Total
Teacher
1
2
3
Bailey
0
0
9
9
7.56%
Cox
32
15
34
81
26.47%
Davis
9
13
5
27
16.98%
Goodwin
11
10
4
25
17.24%
Gold
0
0
0
0
0.00%
Hill
37
63
37
137
62.56%
Jones
11
19
31
61
19.43%
Mack
11
10
14
35
20.59%
0
26
10
36
16.74%
Robertson
Wilson
32
41
36
109
42.08%
* Total time observed: Bailey = 119; Cox = 306; Davis = 159; Goodwin = 145; Gold = 131;
Hill = 219; Jones = 314; Mack = 170; Robertson = 215; Wilson = 259

Text reading during fluency, phonics/word study, and comprehension. Teachers
would be expected to use text during fluency, comprehension, and application of lettersound knowledge to reading (one component of phonics/word study). Therefore, text
reading as a vehicle for delivery of instruction in these areas is important to note. Table
17 details the amount of time spent in each instructional component and how much text
reading occurred during each time.
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Table 17: Text Reading During Instructional Components
# Minutes
Student
Text
Reading

% of Time
Observed in
Each
Component

Instructional
# Minutes
Component
Observed
Phonological
Awareness
60
0
Phonics
696
38
Fluency
193
149
Comprehension
557
61
Vocabulary
209
0
Spelling Tests
73
0
Text Reading +
241
241
149
0
Writing
+ This text reading category includes the reading of text with no
accompanying comprehension, vocabulary, or fluency activity.

0.00%
5.46%
77.20%
10.95%
0.00%
0.00%
100.00%
0.00%

During the 193 minutes of fluency instruction, students read text 77.20% (149
minutes) of the time, indicating the existence of other types of fluency instruction such as
word reading or letter naming fluency. During the 481 minutes of phonics/word study
instruction that focused on applying letter-sound knowledge to reading, writing, or
spelling, students spent 38 minutes engaged in text (7.90%). This indicates that students
were more often asked to apply their knowledge of letter-sound knowledge to writing or
reading isolated words. During 557 minutes of comprehension instruction, students were
engaged with text for 360 minutes (64.63% of comprehension time). During an additional
146 minutes (26.21% of comprehension time), students used workbooks or worksheets. It
is unclear from field notes as to whether these worksheets included text. Therefore, the
amount of text reading during comprehension may actually be a bit higher.

Text reading with no other associated instructional goal. The “text reading” code
was assigned only if text reading was not used as a vehicle for another instructional
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component. The “text reading” code includes: (a) supported oral reading: student(s)
engaged in reading with guidance from a teacher, peer or parent. Teacher prompts may be
given and students may be given semantic and syntactic clues, but no explicit instruction
is provided; (b) choral reading: class or group reads aloud simultaneously; (c)
independent silent reading; (d) independent oral reading; (e) teacher reads aloud (f) other:
e.g. students listen to book on tape with minimal emphasis on instruction.
Students were engaged in a total of 241 minutes of “text reading”, representing
11.07% of the total observed time. The most common type of “text reading” activity was
independent silent reading followed by supported oral reading. For a detail of time spent
engaged in different “text reading” activities, see Table 18.
Table 18: “Text Reading” Instruction, Teacher Quality, and Student Engagement

#
minutes

% of Text
Reading
Instruction*

% of Total
Instructional
Time**

Average
Teacher
Quality

Average
Student
Engagement

Supported Oral
Reading

64

26.56%

2.94%

3.16

3.00

Choral Reading

0

0.00%

0.00%

na

na

Independent Silent
Reading

147

61.00%

6.75%

3.38

2.63

Independent Oral
Reading

9

3.73%

0.41%

2.00

3.00

Teacher Reads
Aloud

7

2.90%

0.32%

3.33

3.00

Teacher reads aloud
while students read
along

14

5.81%

0.64%

2.50

2.50

Type of Text
Reading Instruction

TOTAL
241
100.00%
11.07%
na
na
Note: this text reading category includes the reading of text with no accompanying comprehension,
vocabulary, or fluency activity.* calculated based on 241 minutes of text reading time; ** calculated based
on 2,178 minutes of total instructional time

One classroom represented 97 of the minutes coded as “text reading,”
representing 40.42% of the sum (241 minutes) of “text reading” instruction across all
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teachers. Therefore, a large portion of “text reading” can be attributed to one teacher
whose students were engaged in either supported oral reading or independent silent
reading. This leaves 144 minutes of “text reading” spread among the remaining 27
observations of 9 teachers, for an adjusted average of 5.33 minutes of “text reading” per
observation.
Types of Text Used
For each instructional event (186 events total), materials were listed and coded.
Codes for six types of text were available. Each is listed and defined in Table 19.
Table 19: Text Types and Definitions
Type of Text
Basal Text

Definition
This text is found in the school district-adopted text book. It
varies in characteristic according to grade level.

Trade Book

Also known as “authentic literature,” word choice in this
type of text is not controlled for beginning reader
accessibility. The plot is often complex and there is usually
more text per page than pattern or decodable text (Brown,
1999)

Decodable Text

Decodable texts contain a simple story line with simple
sentence structure and restricted amount of text per page.
Text is controlled to emphasize letter-sound, spelling
patterns, and irregular word use (Brown, 1999).

Pattern Text

Text is controlled to emphasize repetition, rhythm, and
rhyme. Simple sentence structures are used and illustrations
support text (Brown, 1999). A classic example of pattern
text is Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See (Martin
& Carle, 1995).

Unknown Text

When the observer could not tell what type of text was
used, even after viewing the text itself, it was coded as
“unknown text.”

Student or Teacher
Made Text

This code was used when students read connected text that
either he/she or the teacher wrote. The complexity of this
text depends upon the grade and ability level of the student
writer.
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Text was used as a material in 72 different coded activities. Trade books were
used in 40 of these events, making them the most frequently chosen type of text. In fact,
trade books were used during 22.99% of all instruction observed. The second most
common type was decodable text, used during 27 events and 18.62% of all instruction,
followed by “other” types of text (4 events; 2.80% of all instruction) and finally basal text
(1 event; 1.15% of all instruction).
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Research Question 3: What Grouping Strategies are used by Teachers
during Reading Instruction in Elementary Resource Rooms?
For each instructional event, one of five grouping codes was assigned. Only
formal structures arranged by the teacher were coded. Informal or incidental grouping
was not coded. Table 20 lists grouping codes and indicators for each code.
Table 20: Grouping Codes and Indicators
Grouping
Code
Whole Group
Small Group

Indicator
the entire group is involved in the same
activity or assignment
class is working in 2 more groups; could be
teacher working with a group of 2 or more
students; Although seating arrangement of
the classroom may be affected by group
activities, this item relates to student
interaction in a group, not seating
arrangement

Pairing

class is working in groups of 2; one child
acts as a peer tutor to another students; most
of the students are working in pairs; students
are in groups of two to share notes, tutor, or
work on an assignment or activity

Independent

students are engaged individually in an
activity/assignment like others in the class
(help seeking behaviors may be observed
between students but they are not working
in a group

Individualized

students work on different assignments;
students are not involved in pairing or group
activities and are working individually on
differentiated assignments; teacher works
individually with a student for 5 minutes or
more.
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One note to keep in mind when interpreting these results is the small class size
found in almost all resource classrooms observed (range 1 to 7 students). In particular,
Gold taught one student, precluding the possibility of variety in grouping structures.
Therefore, the time observed in Gold’s class (145 minutes) was subtracted from the
observed total (2,178 minutes) to provide a new total for grouping calculations (2033
minutes).
The most common grouping structure used was whole group instruction
(45.75%), followed by individualized (27.30%), independent (19.82%), small group
(4.57%), and pairing (2.56%). It could be argued that with a greater number of students
present for instruction, it may be easier or more necessary to use student pairs or
individualized instruction. To examine this possibility, I reduced the data set to the 14
observations with at least five students present. Among these observations, individualized
(35.29%) was the most common grouping format, followed by whole group (32.12%),
independent (23.14%), small group (7.20%), and pairing (2.24%). Contrary to
expectation, with a greater number of students in the class, small groups and pairings
were rarely used.

Research Question 4: How Do Students Who Receive Reading
Instruction in Elementary Resource Rooms Perform Academically Over
the Course of One Semester?
Due to the non-experimental nature of the research design and the absence of a
control group, one cannot assume that extraneous variables did not contribute as or more
strongly to student outcomes than type and amount of instruction. Therefore, results
should be viewed as purely descriptive. Three subtests of the WJ-III (WA, WID, and PC)
the TOSCRF, and the DIBELS ORF on-grade-level and off-grade-level (one grade level
below) were administered to 32 student participants. The number of weeks between pre
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and post test ranged from 12.4 to 14.6 weeks, with a mean of 13.77 weeks. Gains from
pre to post test are presented below followed by analysis of gains over time.
Pre to Post test Growth
A t-test was used to determine meaningful differences in scores from pre test to
post test. Mean, standard deviations, and t-test results are presented in Table 21.
Table 21. Pre to Post Test Differences on Academic Assessments
Measure
Letter-Word
Identification
Word Attack
Passage Comprehension
TOSCRF
ORF on Grade Level
ORF off Grade Level

Pre-test
M
SD
81.06
90.94
79.88
72.34
52.88
54.88

15.59
8.44
12.62
18.15
37.10
34.32

Post-test
M
SD
80.66
89.84
79.66
79.31
57.34
60.16

t (31)

14.92 -0.52
8.51 -1.14
13.65 -0.19
9.06
1.93
37.75 2.10*
38.45 2.48**

Note: Grade based standard scores used on LWI, WA, and PC;
age based standard scores used on TOSCRF; raw scores used on
ORF; *p > 0.5; **p > .01
Mean scores on all WJ-III subtests (LWI, WA, PC) decreased from pre to post
test. However, none of these differences were statistically significant; suggesting that
differences were not more that what would have been expected due to chance. In other
words, there was no measurable growth in LWI, WA, or PC among this sample of
students. TOSCRF post test scores (M = 79.31, SD = 9.06) were higher than pretest
scores (M = 72.34, SD = 18.15). Thus, the difference was not stastically significant (t =
1.93, ns), suggesting, again, that the difference was not more than what would have been
expected due to chance. In sum, there was no stastically significant growth on the
TOSCRF.
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All DIBELS ORF calculations were conducted using raw scores of words correct
per minute (WCPM). Scores from the on-grade-level ORF assessment will be reported
followed by scores from the off-grade level ORF. Mean on-grade-level ORF scores were
higher at post test (M = 57.34, SD = 37.75) than at pre test (M = 52.88, SD = 37.10). This
difference was not stastically significant (t = 2.10, ns) at the level required by Bonferroni
adjustment (0.01), indicating the difference was not more than what would have been
suggested due to chance. Likewise, mean off-grade-level ORF scores were higher at post
test (M = 60.16, SD = 38.45) than at pre test (M = 54.88, SD = 34.32). However, this
difference was statistically significant (t = 2.48), suggesting a mere 1% chance that
measured differences were due to chance. In sum, while students made no measurable
gains on on-grade-level ORF scores, they did make meaningful gains in off-grade-level
ORF scores.
Calculations of Expected Growth

WJ-III and TOSCRF. While there were no stastically significant differences
between pre and post test for the sample as a whole, it was expected that individual
students did make progress over the four-month data collection period. To investigate this
possibility, grade equivalent scores were calculated at pre and post test for LWI, WA, PC,
and TOSCRF. Students were then grouped into one of four categories: (a) negative gain,
(b) no gain, (c) 1-3.99 month gain, or (d) 4.0 month gain or greater. Less than one third of
the students in this sample made more than four months’ growth on LWI (n = 6;
18.75%), WA (n = 10; 31.25%), or PC (n = 9; 28.13%). However, 40.63% (n = 13) of
students made more than four months’ growth on the TOSCRF. See Table 22 below for
all subtests and categories of growth.
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Table 22. Amount of Growth on LWI, WA, PC, and TOSCRF

Negative Gain
No Gain
1-3.99 Month Gain
4.0 Month Gain or
Greater

LetterWord ID
18.75%
21.88%
40.63%

Word
Attack
37.50%
18.75%
12.50%

Passage
Comp
28.13%
18.75%
25.00%

TOSCRF
18.75%
34.38%
6.25%

18.75%

31.25%

28.13%

40.63%

ORF measures. Curriculum based measures of ORF can be used to track reading
development over time (Fuchs, Fuchs & Hamlett, 2007). In addition, they are sensitive to
growth under a variety of treatments (Fuchs, Fuchs, & Hamlett, 1989; Marston et al.,
1986). Therefore, I conducted four calculations using ORF scores: (a) percent of students
considered at low, some, and high risk for reading difficulty using on-grade-level and offgrade-level ORF passages; (b) average growth per week over an approximately 13-week
time period for the entire sample; (c) average growth per week over an approximately 13week time period by grade level; and (d) average growth per week over an approximately
13-week time period by teacher.
Using Good and colleagues’ (Good & Kaminski, 2002; Good, Simmons,
Kame’enui, Kaminski, & Wallin, 2002) estimates of instructional risk levels (at risk,
some risk, and low risk), the percentage of students in each category at pre and post test
were calculated. As noted in Table 23 below, more than 90% of students were
categorized as “at risk” using the on-grade level passages at pre test, with 84.38%
remaining in this category at post test. While only 3.13% of students were categorized as
“low risk” at pre test, the percentage of students categorized as such at post test rose to
9.38%. Using off-grade-level passages, there were fewer students categorized as “at risk”
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at both pre (75%) and post test (71.88%). The percentage of students considered as “low
risk” rose from 9.38% at pre test to 15.63% at post test.
With respect to movement between categories, 27 (84.38%) students remained in
the “at risk” category from pre to post test using on-grade-level passages, with 23
(71.88%) remaining in the “at risk” category using off-grade-level passages. No matter
the text difficulty, few students moved out of the “at risk” category (on-grade-level n = 2;
off-grade-level n = 1)
Table 23: Amount of Growth on ORF

% at risk
% some risk
% low risk

ORF on Grade Level
Pre
Post
90.63%
84.38%
6.25%
6.25%
3.13%
9.38%

ORF off Grade
Level
Pre
Post
75.00%
71.88%
15.63%
12.50%
9.38%
15.63%

Progress monitoring ORF data was collected approximately every 2.71 weeks, for
a total of 6 ORF data collection points (pre test, post test, 4 progress monitoring data
points). Reports of mean gains in words per week for on-grade-level and off-grade-level
passages are reported in Tables 24 and 25 for the full sample and separated by grade
level.
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Table 24: On Grade Level ORF: Mean Gains per Week

Pre test to PM1
M
SD

PM 1 to PM 2
M
SD

PM 3 to PM
4
M
SD

PM 4 to Post
test
M
SD

2.85

2.05

6.02

-1.20

3.21

0.31

0.86

1.52
0.85
4.13
3.06

0.55
2.01
3.02
1.82

1.52
2.48
3.31
9.52

0.92
-3.01
0.31
-2.23

2.35
3.71
1.53
3.54

0.70
0.19
0.47
0.03

0.69
0.83
0.62
1.1

PM 2 to PM 3
M
SD

Full
Sample -1.21
10.24
2.52
3.21
-0.29
Grade
Level
2
3.32
3.62
-0.07
1.99
0.53
3
-1.90
8.12
2.04
2.07
-0.71
4
-7.67
7.37
3.40
3.58
-0.35
5
2.29
13.71
3.71
3.39
-0.49
Note: means reported in words correct per minute

Pre test to
Post test
M
SD

Table 25: Off Grade Level ORF: Mean Gains per Week

Pre test to
PM1
M
SD

PM 1 to PM 2
M
SD

PM 3 to PM 4
M
SD

PM 4 to Post
test
M
SD

Pre test to Post
test
M
SD

2.61

0.63

3.33

-1.35

3.32

0.37

0.85

2.68
1.25
2.09
3.66

0.44
-1.61
0.90
1.70

1.45
1.65
0.90
4.50

0.36
-0.51
-1.69
-2.14

5.64
1.38
2.71
3.64

0.59
0.28
0.63
0.10

0.76
1.15
0.82
0.77

PM 2 to PM 3
M
SD

Full
Sample
-0.62
7.50
2.20
4.33
0.99
Grade
Level
2
4.60
5.44
-1.49
2.54
1.05
3
1.89
5.13
0.46
3.73
1.62
4
1.19
5.29
1.88
3.14
1.05
5
-6.88
7.88
5.74
4.17
0.53
Note. means reported in words correct per minute

According to Fuchs and colleagues (1993), one may expect gains of up to two
words per week as a result of high quality fluency instruction. An average of 13.77 weeks
passed between pre and post test. For the entire sample, the mean gain using on-gradelevel passages from pre to post test was 0.31 words per week. Using off-grade-level
passages, the mean gain from pre to post test was 0.37 words per week. I also examined
gains between progress monitoring points. Using on-grade-level passages, students on the
whole gained at least two words per week between progress monitoring points one and
two (M = 2.52 words per week; SD = 3.21) and again between points three and four (M =
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2.05 words per week; SD = 6.02). Using off-grade-level passages, students on the whole
made gains of at least two words per week between progress monitoring points one and
two (M = 2.20 words per week; SD = 4.33).
Calculation by grade using on-grade-level passages indicated that second graders
most consistently made positive gains across time with negative gain between points one
and two (M = -0.07 words per week; SD = 1.99). They also made the greatest amount of
gain from pre to post test (M = 0.70 words per week; SD = 0.69). Fifth graders made the
smallest amount of gain from pre to post test (M = 0.03 words per week; SD = 1.10),
however, their scores were not the most variable over time. Third graders, on average,
alternated between negative and positive gains in words per week across all data
collection points.
Calculation by grade using off-grade-level passages indicated that second and
fourth graders consistently made gains across time with only one negative gain between
any of the data collection periods. Fourth graders made the greatest amount of gain from
pre to post test (M = 0.63 words per week; SD = 0.82), with second graders following
closely behind (M = 0.59 words per week; SD = 0.76).
Mean ORF gains were calculated for each teacher’s group of students. Gains in
words per week by teacher for on- and off-grade-level passages are reported in Tables 26
and 27.
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Table 26: On Grade Level ORF: Mean Gains by Teacher
Pre test to PM1

PM 1 to PM 2

PM 2 to PM 3

PM 3 to PM 4

PM 4 to Post
test

Pre test to Post
test

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

2.50

1.52

0.74

1.46

-0.67

0.47

0.68

0.96

-1.88

1.24

-0.14

0.2

Cox

-11.06

9.92

5.00

2.39

1.09

2.20

2.88

2.89

0.95

1.21

0.87

0.56

Davis

-5.49

4.12

2.66

4.52

-2.19

5.69

4.11

2.77

0.20

1.66

0.34

0.32

Goodwin

0.71

2.14

-0.84

1.27

1.61

1.33

1.82

*

-0.71

*

0.22

0.34

Gold

-2.86

**

0.00

**

1.25

**

-0.77

**

-1.79

**

-0.60

**

Hill

3.13

**

1.67

**

-1.00

**

1.15

**

-2.94

**

-0.08

**

Jones

5.93

2.80

0.69

2.55

-0.56

1.35

0.13

1.55

1.47

2.55

1.19

0.59

Mack

4.33

17.60

3.96

4.42

-1.12

3.03

6.35

10.07

-4.60

2.44

-0.16

1.39

Robertson

-6.51

9.98

3.04

2.53

-0.64

1.27

3.18

3.28

-3.79

5.61

0.50

1.19

Wilson

-0.77

5.13

3.33

1.25

0.47

3.27

-3.63

5.67

0.61

2.30

0.25

0.69

Bailey

Note. *missing data precluded calculation; **single score precluded calculation

Table 27: Off Grade Level ORF: Mean Gains by Teacher
Pre test to PM1

PM 1 to PM 2

PM 2 to PM 3

PM 3 to PM 4

PM 4 to Post
test

Pre test to Post
test

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

2.50

1.52

0.74

1.46

-0.67

0.47

0.68

0.96

-1.88

1.24

-0.14

0.2

Cox

-11.06

9.92

5.00

2.39

1.09

2.20

2.88

2.89

0.95

1.21

0.87

0.56

Davis

-5.49

4.12

2.66

4.52

-2.19

5.69

4.11

2.77

0.20

1.66

0.34

0.32

Goodwin

0.71

2.14

-0.84

1.27

1.61

1.33

1.82

*

-0.71

*

0.22

0.34

Gold

-2.86

**

0.00

**

1.25

**

-0.77

**

-1.79

**

-0.60

**

Hill

3.13

**

1.67

**

-1.00

**

1.15

**

-2.94

**

-0.08

**

Jones

5.93

2.80

0.69

2.55

-0.56

1.35

0.13

1.55

1.47

2.55

1.19

0.59

Mack

4.33

17.60

3.96

4.42

-1.12

3.03

6.35

10.07

-4.60

2.44

-0.16

1.39

Robertson

-6.51

9.98

3.04

2.53

-0.64

1.27

3.18

3.28

-3.79

5.61

0.50

1.19

Wilson

-0.77

5.13

3.33

1.25

0.47

3.27

-3.63

5.67

0.61

2.30

0.25

0.69

Bailey

Note. *missing data precluded calculation; **single score precluded calculation

Using on-grade-level passages, student gain per week is quite variable among
teachers. Gains from pre to post test range from -0.60 to 1.19 words per week with a
median gain of 0.24 words per week. Only Jones’ three second grade students averaged
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greater than one word per week in ORF gains (1.19 words per week; SD = 0.59) from pre
to post test. As a follow up, I determined whether students in any teacher’s class ever
make positive gains of at least two words per week between any two data collection
points. Students in eight classrooms experienced gains of greater than two words per
week during at least one progress monitoring period. In fact, at least one student in Mack’
class made gains of at least 3 words per week on three different occasions. Using offgrade-level passages, student gains by teacher are variable as well, with gains from pre to
post test ranging from -0.22 to 0.89 words per week. The median gain was 0.33 words per
week. No teachers’ students (as a group) made more than one word per week gain from
pre to post test. All teachers’ students averaged positive gains of at least two words per
minute during at least one progress monitoring period.
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CHAPTER V
Discussion
Recent research into effective reading interventions for students with LD coupled
with systematic and wide-spread efforts to bridge the gap between research and practice
justifies the need to investigate reading instruction in resource rooms. This study reports
several findings related to use of instructional time, range of instruction based on needs
of LD population, evidence of components of effective reading instruction, text reading,
use of grouping for instruction, and trends in student achievement. A summary of
findings and related implications will be discussed below.
Use of Instructional Time
Teachers in this study remained focused on the task of providing students reading
instruction, with only 158 minutes spent engaged in logistical tasks. This represents less
than 10% of the total time allocated to reading instruction in these resource rooms. Only
two of the 10 teachers spent more than 10% of their allocated reading instructional time
engaged in logistical tasks (Davis = 16.1%; Goodwin = 22.94%). In addition, students
remained on task, with an overall student engagement rating across all observations of
2.76 on a three-point scale (range = 2.43 to 3.0).
These findings contrast with those from previous observation studies of reading
instruction for students with LD, where neither teachers nor students remained focused
on the task of reading instruction. For example, resource teachers were reported to spend
only 44% of the time allocated for reading actually focused on reading activities (Haynes
& Jenkins, 1986) and twice as much time on non-reading activities (Gelzheiser &
Meyers, 1991). Likewise, students were reported to spend an average of 20% of the
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allocated reading instruction time outside of the resource classroom, with another 26% of
the time spent engaged in off-task behavior, waiting, or classroom management
(Leinhardt et al., 1981).
Range of Instruction
Across these ten teachers, instruction varied quite a bit, with wide ranges among
the components of reading instruction. For example, three teachers provided no fluency
instruction, while one provided at least 20 minutes per instructional period.
Comprehension varied as widely, with a range of no comprehension instruction to almost
50 minutes provided during each instructional period. See Table 28 for ranges and
medians of instructional time for each reading component observed. In addition, half of
the teachers did not include a representative sample of all components of reading
instruction across the three-day observation period.
Table 28: Ranges and Medians of Observed Components
Observed Component
Low
Phonological
0.00
Awareness
Phonics/Word Study
15.00
Fluency
0.00
Comprehension
0.00
Vocabulary
0.00
Spelling Tests
0.00
Text Reading
0.00
0.00
Other
Note. reported in number of minutes

High

Median

5.67
34.33
22.67
48.33
16.33
27.00
33.00
29.33

1.67
23.00
4.50
15.17
5.50
0.00
4.17
0.00

The range of instruction provided for these students is somewhat surprising, given
three characteristics common among all students in this study. First, all students included
in this study were identified with a mild to moderate disability (LD = 18; OHI = 11; SI =
2; ED = 1). Second, because of students’ placement in the special education resource
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room, we can infer that their disabilities interfered with academic progress in the general
education setting to such an extent that resource room placement was required to provide
reading instruction that met student need. Finally, while placement in the resource room
setting does not automatically indicate below grade level academic performance, low
academic performance does seem common among these students. Each class’s mean
score on at least one of the assessments administered at pre test fell below the normative
mean (M = 85). All classes fell below the normative mean on the TOSCRF, with six
classes falling below the normative mean on LWI, five on PC, and two on WA. In
addition, according to Hasbrouck and Tindall (2006), mean DIBELS ORF pretest scores
of 52.88 WCPM using on-grade-level passages and 54.88 WCPM using off-grade-level
passages are representative of reading fluency expected of a beginning second grader in
the 50th percentile. The similarities among this sample of students might lead one to
expect similarity in the type of instruction students receive. However, instruction
provided was quite variable.
Variability in instruction is admittedly difficult to interpret and may be seen as a
developing strength or weakness. When viewed as a strength, variability may be a
function of teachers aligning instruction with students’ special needs. In addition,
components previously reported as under-taught are now being included in reading
instruction. Reports from previous observation studies were highly convergent. Authors
consistently reported either minimal (e.g. Gelzheiser & Meyers, 1991) or no
phonics/word study instruction (Meents, 1990; Moody, et al., 2000; Schumm, et al.,
2000; Vaughn, et al., 1998), little comprehension instruction (e.g. Gelzheiser & Meyers,
1991; Vaughn, et al., 1998), no reports of fluency instruction, and few reports of
vocabulary instruction (e.g. Gelzheiser & Meyers, 1991; Meents, 1990). As such, there
was very little variability, with almost all teachers of students with LD providing little to
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no reading instruction. As expected with any large-scale push to translate research into
practice, some teachers will change teaching habits more quickly than others. Therefore,
the existence of some types of instruction (e.g. comprehension) and growth in the amount
of time spent in others (e.g. phonics/word study) might be viewed as a positive
development in resource room reading instruction.
On the other hand, perhaps the continuing variability is due to a continuing lack
of thorough knowledge from which teachers of students with LD assigned can draw. This
lack of knowledge may result in over-reliance on published curriculum. In one example,
Haynes and Jenkins (1986) reported that 13 separate commercial programs were used for
117 students observed. If teachers do not possess enough knowledge about reading
instruction to parsimoniously choose published curriculum or teach reading without
published curriculum, the continuing variability might be cause concern.
Components of Effective Reading Instruction

Phonological awareness. PA instruction encompassed 60 minutes, or 2.75% of
the total observation time. With second through fifth graders who struggle with word
identification (as determined by the LWI and WA subtests), one would expect to observe
PA activities that focus specifically on phonemic awareness, or blending, segmenting,
and manipulating phonemes. However, this type of instruction comprised less than 1% of
the total reading instruction time. Stanovich (1993) suggests teachers spend no more than
20 hours per year teaching PA. This translates into approximately five minutes per day
(using a 180 day school calendar). Some teachers followed this suggestion; however,
these were not necessarily the teachers of students who needed the instruction the most.
Table 29 displays teachers in rank order according to their students’ mean scores on LWI.
Of the five teachers with the lowest performing students, only two provided phonological
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awareness instruction of any kind. Thus, students in this sample most in need of PA
instruction often did not receive it.
Table 29: Letter Word Identification Scores and Amount of PA Instruction Provided

Teacher

Average
Student
Grade
Level

1
Gold
4
2
Bailey
3
3
Wilson
5
4
Hill
3
5
Davis
4
3
6 Robertson
7 Goodwin
2
8
Cox
4
9
Jones
2
10
Mack
5
Note. * one student tested

LWI
M
57.00
59.50
69.80
70.00
77.00
85.00
85.67
88.00
89.33
93.17

SD
*
9.19
20.63
*
11.52
5.20
5.51
5.77
21.50
9.95

# Minutes PA
Across 3
Observations
0
0
17
0
10
11
4
0
14
2

Phonics/word study. Phonics/word study instruction encompassed 696 minutes, or
31.96% of all observed reading time. Every teacher in this study provided phonics/word
study instruction to their students. In addition, teachers of students with the lowest mean
standard scores in LWI (Gold, Wilson, & Bailey) received the greatest amount of
phonics/word study instruction (Gold: M = 34.33 minutes; SD = 5.51; Wilson: M = 30;
SD = 11.46; Bailey: M = 26.3; SD = 1.54). While previous observation studies reported
little to no phonics instruction (e.g. Gelzheiser & Meyers, 1991 ;Meents, 1990; Moody, et
al., 2000; Schumm, et al., 2000; Vaughn, et al., 1998), every teacher in this study
provided, at minimum, 15 minutes per class period of phonics/word study instruction.

Fluency. In the current study, fluency instruction represented 8.86% (193
minutes) of observed reading instruction, with repeated reading of text being the most
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common type of fluency building activity. Several components of fluency instruction
have been found effective in producing gains among students with LD. They include
providing an explicit model of fluent reading, multiple opportunities to read text, and
provision of corrective feedback (Chard, Vaughn & Tyler, 2002). While it seems that
most teachers recognized the value of repeated reading of text, I wondered if they
implemented any other components of effective fluency instruction suggested by Chard
and colleagues (2002). In almost half of all fluency building activities, students
repeatedly listened to an audio taped recording of their assigned passage and were
expected to follow along with either a hard or electronic copy of the text. Thus, while a
fluent model was provided and students were provided multiple opportunities to read
text, students never received corrective feedback. Only two teachers provided teacherled, repeated reading opportunities. I inspected field notes from these teachers’ lessons to
determine what components of effective fluency instruction were present. See Table 30
for a summary of each instructional event and indication of components of effective
fluency intervention.
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Table 30: Events that Included Components of Effective Fluency Instruction

Explicit
Model
Robertson

Robertson

Davis

Davis

Multiple
Opportunities
to Read Text

Corrective
Feedback

Event
1

Student read a story for one minute.
Teacher corrected errors after
reading.

X

Event
2

Student read a story for one minute.
Teacher corrected errors after
reading.

X

Event
3

Teacher read the passage aloud while
students followed along. Students
take turns reading sections while
others in the group follow along.

X

X

Teacher read the passage aloud while
students followed along. Students
take turns reading sections while
others in the group follow along.

X

X

Event
4

While one teacher provided corrective feedback, the other provided an explicit
model and multiple opportunities to read text. Neither provided all three of these
components. In sum, no teacher in this study provided fluency instruction that included
an explicit model of fluent reading, multiple opportunities to read text, and corrective
feedback.
There are two potential explanations to consider. First, teachers may be aware of
the importance of explicit modeling and corrective feedback within the context of other
reading instruction, but may not understand how these components are applied to fluency
instruction. Second, teachers may believe that multiple opportunities to read text with any
fluent model (teacher or audio tape) is adequate, failing to fully understand the
importance of providing explicit models of reading, that include cues such as, “listen to
the way I read. It sounds like talking,” or corrective feedback such as, “let’s read that
sentence again. This time, make it sounds like talking.”
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Comprehension. Reading comprehension monitoring, where teachers ask
questions following text reading, was the most common type of comprehension
instruction observed in this study. Comprehension strategy instruction was provided for
148 minutes, representing 6.8% of the total observed instruction. Previous observation
studies reported small amounts of time spent on low quality comprehension instruction
that mainly consisted of teachers reading a story aloud or having students take turns
reading a story followed by teacher questioning (Kethley, 2005; Vaughn, et al., 1998).
Instruction in comprehension strategies such as summarizing text or student selfquestioning to assist with comprehension monitoring was noted in only two previous
studies (Kethley, 2005; Vaughn et al., 1998).
I suspect that the amount of comprehension strategy instruction provided by
teachers in the current study was insufficient for improving students’ reading
comprehension. Without any explicit guidelines suggesting optimal comprehension
strategy time, I turned to a recent study (Vaughn, et al., 2008) of fourth grade struggling
readers (without LD) and students with LD who were provided an 18-week intervention
in which general education teachers explicitly taught two comprehension strategies:
summarizing and asking and generating questions before, during, and after reading.
Students received, on average 108 minutes per week of instruction. Students in the
intervention group outperformed students in the control group on district-developed
measures of comprehension that were directly tied to material being taught. However,
even with a robust comprehension intervention focused on two strategies presented and
practiced over a lengthy period of time, struggling readers made little progress on
standardized measures of comprehension. Therefore, it can be surmised that the 148
minutes of comprehension strategy instruction provided by these 10 teachers across three
days of instruction is inadequate for improving student comprehension outcomes.
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According to Swanson and colleagues (1999), it is important to parsimoniously
choose comprehension strategies to teach and practice instead of sampling among many
different strategies. I wondered if teachers focused on a single comprehension strategy
over the span of multiple days, providing both explicit modeling and guided practice of
the single comprehension strategy. To investigate this possibility, I isolated all activities
coded as “comprehension strategy or practice” (n = 11) and identified teachers who were
observed providing comprehension instruction or practice of the same strategy over
multiple days. Three teachers were identified. One teacher was observed reviewing and
providing guided practice of a text previewing strategy on all three days of observation.
The other two teachers were observed either teaching or practicing different
comprehension strategies across multiple days. In fact, Robertson’s observations were
conducted on three consecutive days. On day one, she began teaching a summarizing
strategy, but did not teach or have students practice summarizing on the following two
days. In summary, only one teacher was observed teaching and reviewing the same
comprehension strategy across all three days of observation. Thus, teachers in this study
should not only increase the amount of comprehension strategy instruction, but should
also teach a small number of effective strategies over an extended period of time.

Vocabulary. Overall, teachers in this study spent 209 minutes (9.60% of total
observed time) engaged in vocabulary instruction of some type. Only two teachers
provided no vocabulary instruction. This marks an increase compared to previous
observation studies where vocabulary instruction was scant at best (Kethley, 2005;
Meents, 1990).
According to Francis and colleagues (2006), most vocabulary lessons do not
contain attention to word meanings and students’ deep understanding of them.
Observations conducted in this study support this claim. For example, in Wilson’s
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resource room, fifth grade students were asked to choose four words from their assigned
book, look up the definition in the dictionary, and record the word meaning on a
worksheet. Goodwin used a list of ten words printed in isolation. For each word she
asked, for example, “Can anyone tell me what a mill is?” She followed by providing the
definition and moved on to the next word. A few other teachers worked to provide
vocabulary instruction that promoted deep understanding of word meaning. An example
was provided by Gold, when she asked her fourth grade student questions such as, “If
you’re really polite, you say this word all the time.” The student provided the answer
(“thank”) from a short list of previously taught vocabulary words. Robertson taught her
third grade students to write sentences that included a vocabulary word and context clues
to word meaning. After each student shared his or her sentence, Robertson always asked,
for example, “What was the clue in that sentence? How do we know that ‘famished’ has
to do with being very hungry?”
Even with evidence of high quality vocabulary instruction, some characteristics of
effective vocabulary instruction for students with LD were lacking. First, only one
teacher (Robertson) was observed repeating the same vocabulary strategy across multiple
days. Second, students with LD often struggle to generalize newly learned vocabulary to
other settings, so generalization should be explicitly taught (Jitendra, Edwards, Sacks &
Jacobson, 2004). Only one statement was made related to generalization of vocabulary
knowledge when Robertson reminded her students, “When you are out and about, look
for these words.”
Finally, there is simply not enough vocabulary instruction provided to this sample
of students with LD. In a recent synthesis where authors determined effect sizes based on
length of vocabulary interventions, (Jitendra Edwards, Sacks & Jacobson, 2004) the
report indicated that interventions for students with LD lasting 60 minutes produced an
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average effect size of 1.91. Therefore, it can be surmised that students with LD can learn
new vocabulary words with enough high quality vocabulary instruction. Students in
Cox’s class received the greatest amount of vocabulary instruction totaling 60 minutes
spread across three days of observation, followed by Reed’s class who received 49
minutes of vocabulary instruction. The remaining teachers provided instruction ranging
between 0 and 24 minutes over a three day period.
Text Reading
Results of the current study indicate that these students spent 520 minutes
engaged in the act of text reading, representing 23.88% of the total instructional time.
However, time varied widely according to teacher. Bailey provided no opportunities for
students to read connected text, while Goodwin provided a scant nine minutes of text
reading time over the course of three reading instructional periods. On the opposite end
of the spectrum, Hill and Wilson each provided students with more than 100 minutes of
text reading time over three instructional periods. In a recent synthesis of observation
studies that documented the amount of text reading in which students with LD were
engaged (Swanson, Vaughn & Wexler, in preparation), authors reported a range of 4.4
minutes to 13.4 minutes per day spent engaged in oral reading in the resource room.
Silent reading was reported as between 2.6 and 13.68 minutes per day. Thus, teachers in
this study engaged students in a greater amount of text reading.
One purpose for text reading is to apply skills learned during phonics/word study
to reading connected text. In fact, Chard and Osborn (1999) suggest it is important for
students to learn letter-sound correspondences in such a manner that allows word and text
reading as early as possible. How did these teachers fare in providing students
opportunities to apply phonics/word study skills to reading connected text? These
teachers spent 481 minutes (22.08% of the total observed time) having students apply
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phonics/word study skills to reading, writing, or spelling. However, for only 38 of these
481 minutes were students engaged in reading connected text, leading to the assumption
that most application work was conducted through writing or spelling. While this type of
practice is important, teachers are missing key opportunities to provide students with
phonics/word study practice embedded within text reading experiences.
Grouping for Instruction
Resource room class sizes in this investigation were small, ranging from one to
seven students. Therefore, my expectation was that teachers would provide more pairing,
one-on-one, or individualized instruction. When focusing on only the classes with at least
five students present, individualized instruction was most common, followed by whole
group, undifferentiated independent work, small group, and finally pairing. One should
be cautious in interpreting the amount of whole group instruction. In this case, where
overall class sizes are no more than seven students, whole class instruction is not
necessarily a negative matter. It may be that special education resource teachers have
come to recognize the importance of teaching small groups of children and have
scheduled students to allow for small class sizes, in effect meeting the expectation of
teaching small groups of students.
This is quite different from previous reports of grouping for students with LD in
the resource room that indicate most students’ time was spent engaged in undifferentiated
seat work

(Allington & McGill-Franzen, 1989; Haynes & Jenkins, 1986; Ysseldyke,

Thurlow, O’Sulllivan, et al., 1989; Zigmond & Baker, 1994), followed by small groups
(Haynes & Jenkins, 1986; Moody et al., 2000; Thurlow, Graden, et al., 1983; Ysseldyke,
Thurlow, O’Sullivan, et al., 1989). However, few authors of previous studies reported the
resource room class size. Without this baseline for judgment, it is difficult to determine
how previous studies compare with the current investigation. Two studies reported
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resource room class size and grouping structure (Moody, et al., 2000; Vaughn, et al.,
1998). Vaughn and colleagues (1998) conducted a study of resource rooms that ranged in
size from 4 to 19 students and reported greater use of whole group and independent work
than small group, student pairs, or individualized work. Upon follow up (Moody, et al.,
2000), authors noted increased use of the small group structure. It seems that this trend
toward more instructionally effective group sizes has continued over the years, resulting
in the current trend of reducing the overall resource room class size, that in effect allows
for exclusively small group, and more often individualized instruction in the resource
room.
Trends in Student Achievement

Lack of statistically significant gains. Students in this study made no statistically
significant gains on tests of silent reading fluency, on-grade-level oral reading fluency,
word reading, or comprehension. The only statistically significant growth was detected in
off-grade-level oral reading fluency. Torgesen and colleagues (2001) have provided
evidence that when students with severe LDs are provided with 67.5 hours of one-to-one
instruction in two 50-minute sessions per day for 8 weeks, large improvements are
possible and remain stable over at least a two-year period. While the current resource
room model in public schools is not conducive to providing intensive, one-on-one
instruction such as this, Torgesen’s study provides proof that students with even the most
severe LDs can make academic progress.
Why, then, do students with LD assigned to the resource room for reading
instruction continue to make no significant gains in reading when improvements over
time have been noted in the amount of phonics/word study and fluency instruction that is
provided by teachers who spend 80-90% of class time actively teaching reading? There
are several possible explanations. First, while teachers provided individualized materials
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and instruction, it is unknown whether these activities actually addressed the instructional
needs of students. Teacher assessment of individual students’ reading skills was observed
in three classrooms. Because no teacher interviews were administered, it is not possible
to ascertain how these teachers used the data.
Second, while instruction based on essential elements of reading is more evenly
distributed than it was previously, there is still little use of text reading for the purpose of
practicing phonics/word study skills. Generalization of skills is difficult for students with
LD; therefore, teachers should explicitly teach the ways in which discrete skills can be
generalized to more complex tasks such as reading connected text. Perhaps this partially
explains why 24 students scored at or above average on WA at post test (based on grade
based standard scores), but only 17 students scored higher on the off-grade-level ORF
passages than an average end of year first grader (9 students scored higher than an
average end of year second grader; Hasbrouck & Tindal, 2006).
Finally, several areas of reading instruction were underrepresented in these
observations. One such component was PA. Observed PA activities rarely focused on the
important skill of segmenting, blending, and manipulating individual phonemes that is
most predictive of word attack skills (Felton, 1993). Other underrepresented components
were vocabulary and comprehension strategy instruction. When these were observed,
instruction was often times not explicit and did not focus on a few strong strategies over a
long period of time. With these important components of effective reading instruction
lacking in these resource rooms, it might be difficult for students to make marked
progress.

Individual student gains. While the group as a whole did not make statistically
significant growth on measures of word reading, passage comprehension, on-grade-level
ORF, and silent reading fluency, approximately half of students made some growth on all
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subtests. In fact, 40.63% (n = 13) of students made more than four months’ growth in
silent reading fluency as measured by the TOSCRF. These students’ growth may be due
to a number of factors including, pre test ORF scores, ORF gains, or amount of word
study instruction, fluency instruction, or engagement in text reading. While one must
cautiously interpret exploratory analyses using a small sample, I did so in an effort to
attempt an explanation of these findings. First, because the TOSCRF is highly correlated
with standardized tests of oral reading fluency (Hammill, Wiederholt & Allen, 2006b) I
ran a simple t-test to determine if there were differences in pre test ORF scores among
students with less than and more than 4 months growth on the TOSCRF. I ran a second ttest to determine if there were differences in ORF gains among the same two groups. The
difference between these two groups on pre test on-grade-level ORF scores (t = 0.07, n.s.)
and ORF gains (t = 0.4, n.s.) was not significant. In other words, TOSCRF gains are not
explained by beginning ORF scores or ORF gains. Second, I calculated Pearson productmoment correlation coefficients between TOSCRF gains and the number of minutes of
word study instruction, fluency instruction, and text reading. There was weak or no
relationship between TOSCRF gains and amount of instruction (word study r = -0.21;
fluency r = 0.04; text reading r = -0.16). Students to made higher TOSCRF gains did not
receive a greater amount of word study, fluency, or text reading instruction. These
exploratory analyses did not contribute to interpretation of the TOSCRF gains.
While my research design does not allow statistical analysis to prove a link
between instruction and gains on any of these subtests, it is worth noting some trends in
the passage comprehension data. Almost half (53.13% n = 17) of students made some
gains in passage comprehension. This is noteworthy, given that more than 25% of all
instruction observed was comprised of some type of comprehension instruction. In such
an attempt, it is possible that the type of comprehension instruction provided met these 15
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students’ needs, resulting in gains in passage comprehension. Worth noting is that all
students in Davis’s class (n = 4), where explicit instruction or guided practice of a
previewing strategy was observed on multiple days, made more than 4-months’ growth
on passage comprehension. While I am not claiming instruction in a previewing strategy
directly influenced passage comprehension gains, it is possible that this teacher
repetitively provides instruction in key comprehension strategies, influencing the
effectiveness of strategy instruction.

Limitations
This study included a small sample of teachers and their students with LD,
precluding the generalization of findings to other resource rooms or other students with
LD. However, it is unlikely that these findings are unique. While they do represent
improvement since even the last observation study of elementary students with LD
(Moody, et al., 2000), it is not divergent enough to indicate these classrooms are outliers.
In particular, current findings of student progress in the resource room are convergent
with previous reports (e.g. Moody, et al., 2000; Zigmond & Baker, 1994).
In addition, I did not conduct three types of data collection that might have shed
additional light on important factors in resource room reading instruction. First, teacher
interviews would have served as an opportunity to learn more about more general
classroom operates such as progress monitoring practices, the rationale behind class
formation, methods for identifying student needs, and origin of curriculum. Second,
teacher knowledge surveys may have provided insight into what can actually be expected
of these teachers. After all, if teachers are not knowledgeable about research based
practices, they cannot be expected to engage in them. Finally, this study was intended to
broadly describe current reading instruction provided in resource rooms to students with
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LD. Therefore, I did not conduct diagnostic assessments that might have been helpful in
determining if instruction was appropriate for this sample of students. Such a data
collection effort would have shed more light on potential reasons why students did not
make greater academic gains. It may have also more fully explained teachers’
instructional choices.
Length of time between pre and post tests was relatively short, encompassing a
one-semester span of time. Pre tests were conducted in late January, with post tests
occurring in late April and early May. After accounting for multiple spring semester
holidays, an average of 13.77 weeks of instruction occurred between pre and post test.
While optimal data collection procedures would have measured students’ academic
growth over the entire school year, I am confident that reports of little to no academic
growth are not unique. In fact, all other observation studies that reported student
academic growth over a longer period of time produced similar reports of growth in oral
reading (Haynes & Jenkins, 1986; Moody, et al., 2000), and little to no gains in outcomes
such as comprehension (Moody, et al., 2000).
There are a number of potential threats to reliability and validity of data collected
through observation. These include observer effects caused by subject and observer
characteristics and conspicuous observation. Observer effects were lessened by
establishing a friendly rapport between observers and teachers and allowing the teacher to
prepare students for a visitor. One other approach used to minimize observer effects was
to conduct more than one observation in order to allow for habituation to the observation
condition. While three observations were conducted during this study, a greater number
of observations would not only provide additional data, but would also have positively
influenced observer effects.
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Implications for Future Research
The current study was descriptive and exploratory in nature. The purpose was to
update the empirical database on reading instruction provided to students with LD in the
resource room and to develop suggestions for future study. First, as the field of education
continues to move toward building a scientific base for reading practice, it will be
necessary to determine to what extent these practices are implemented by special
education teachers in public schools. Observation studies are one way of gathering such
data. One barrier to completing large scale observation studies is the cost of such efforts
in both time and funding. Admittedly, observing a one-hour classroom teaching session
requires travel time, observation time, additional note-taking or note-refining time, and
observation coding time.
One alternative to in-person observations currently being investigated (Simmons,
et al., in preparation) is the use of audio-recordings of teachers’ instruction that require a
small digital recorder and no in-person observer. This method poses both advantages and
disadvantages. Advantages include reducing observer effects such as subject reactivity
caused by the presence of an outside observer. In addition, time requirements are greatly
diminished, requiring only transfer of recorders and coding time. On the other hand,
potentially important information may not be captured by an audio recording. Because
the small digital recorder hangs around the teacher’s neck, it only records his/her voice
and the voices of a few students around him/her. If there are independent workers in the
classroom that the teacher does not verbally refer to, their instructional opportunities will
not be captured. Other aspects such as materials used would be difficult to ascertain as
well.
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Second, there are several additions one may make to observation study data
collection that might provide more adept interpretation of findings. In an effort to provide
a complete picture of the types of reading instruction students with LD receive during a
typical elementary school day, future observation studies should include observations of
other reading instruction provided these students. Other settings may include the general
education classroom, Title I funded programs, or extra time spent with a reading
specialist. In addition, data collection that includes interviews with resource room
teachers might shed additional light on the depth of their specialized training and the
extent to which specialized methods are infused into daily instruction. When conducting
observation studies, one is consistently left asking the question, “Does this represent a
typical instructional period?” In order to determine this, future researchers should design
a systematic method by which every teacher is asked to complete a short post-observation
questionnaire that includes an item where teachers may indicate the level (perhaps on a
likert scale) to which the observed period was typical. If the observed period was deemed
atypical, the observation should be repeated.
Finally, this study takes a broad look at resource room reading instruction and
does not take into account whether instruction is suited to student need. Future
observation studies might include a composite score of multiple indicators of academic
need or might include close review of Individualized Education Plans to determine
individual students’ needs. Thus, the purpose of such an observation study might expand
to include not only what is provided students with LD in the resource room, but also the
level of alignment with student need.
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Implications for Practice
According to Zigmond and Baker (1995), the purpose of special education is to
provide “specific, directed, individualized, intensive, remedial instruction” (p. 178).
Some methods for providing this type of instruction include small class sizes, provision
of research-based reading instruction, and high rates of on-task behavior. Previous
authors have asserted that resource rooms, as they were designed earlier in the decade,
with large class sizes and undifferentiated instruction could not meet this goal (e.g.
Moody et al., 2000; Vaughn et al., 1998). This study provides some evidence that reading
instruction for students with LD in the resource room has improved over time. In
particular, class sizes among these resource rooms was low (between 1 and 7 students)
compared to numbers reported in previous observation studies (e.g. Moody et al., 2000
reported upwards of 19 students in observed resource rooms). These small group sizes
may provide more opportunity to align instruction with student need.

In addition,

students and teachers in this study were engaged in the task of reading, evidenced by less
than 10% of observed time being engaged in logistical tasks coupled with high student
engagement ratings (M = 2.76 on 3-point scale). In these regards, it seems that resource
room instruction is moving toward meeting its intended purpose.
However, several improvements can still be made in the amount, type, and quality
of reading instruction provided. First, even with small group sizes, peer pairing was
rarely observed (2.56% of the time). Indeed, peer tutoring is an effective method for
reading instruction among students with and without disabilities. Peer tutoring has been
reported in several studies to increase students’ active engagement and improve student
achievement (Greenwood & Delquadri, 1995). In a large-scale, 12-year longitudinal
study, peer tutoring even decreased the number of students who dropped out of school by
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the end of the 11th grade (Greenwood, Maheady & Delquadri, 2002). Of course, to
effectively implement peer tutoring programs, teachers must invest additional time and
effort in training and during the initial stages of implementation. However, later student
achievement has been reported to “offset initial costs” (Maheady, Harper & Mallette,
2003; p. 2). Particular to training, in-service sessions, in-class assistance, and ongoing
support are usually necessary to maintain the use of peer tutoring in classrooms. While
one study provided evidence that teachers could learn to use a peer tutoring program in
spelling within one and a half to three hours and continue to use the program with
minimal consultant assistance (Maheady, Harper, Mallette & Winstanley, 1991), other
studies have reported the importance of long-term training and support (Maheady et al.,
2003). Training teachers and supporting them in the use of such highly effective
strategies such as peer tutoring might create opportunities within the resource room to
better meet students’ individual needs and thus, effect student progress.
In addition, across each component of reading instruction, observations revealed
opportunities to increase teacher knowledge in an effort to improve the quality of reading
instruction for students with LD. First, teachers seem to recognize the need to provide PA
instruction, but most of it focused on skills such as rhyming and syllable segmenting and
blending. While these are necessary, the PA skill that is most intimately tied to reading
and spelling words—blending, segmenting, and manipulating phonemes—was rarely
observed. Thus, teachers may need additional information about the ways in which
blending, segmenting, and manipulating phonemes contributes to reading and spelling
words. Second, fluency instruction is evident in these classrooms, but most is provided
without explicit modeling or corrective feedback. Knowledge of the important role these
practices play in developing students’ reading fluency may be necessary.
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In addition, it seems that teachers recognize the importance of comprehension and
vocabulary instruction, but may not be knowledgeable about choosing strategies that
make the strongest impact on student learning or the value of teaching a parsimonious
selection of strategies over an extended period of time. Teachers may also require
knowledge of how to explicitly teach generalization of these strategies so that students
can use them across texts, subject matter, and settings. The tendency for resource room
teachers to teach one group of students over multiple school years provides an
opportunity to choose a few effective comprehension and vocabulary strategies, teach
them with high quality over a long period of time, and teach generalization to other texts,
subjects, and settings. Informing teachers about how to apply these components within
this unique instructional opportunity would be beneficial to students with LD.
Finally, while students in this study were engaged in text reading, teachers often
missed opportunities to use text reading as an application of phonics/word study skills.
Teachers may assume that students apply phonics/word study skills to text they
encounter, but this assumption may be faulty (Jitendra, Edwards, Sacks & Jacobson,
2004). Teacher knowledge of the importance of providing students with practice of
phonics/word study skills within the context of text may lead to increased use of text for
this purpose.
Teachers in this study delivered more evenly distributed reading instruction for
students with LD that included PA, phonics/word study, fluency, vocabulary, and
comprehension. Compared to previous observation studies (see Swanson, in press, for
review) that reported little quality reading instruction, current findings mark a welcome
change. However, as in previous studies (see Swanson, in press for review), students in
resource rooms continue to make little to no gains in reading outcomes. While this is
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somewhat disappointing, evidence of improved instruction in the resource room is
hopeful.
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Appendix A
Operational Definitions
Components of Effective Reading Instruction
Concepts of Print

Knowledge of how books and print work. For
example, the direction of print moves left to
right (Edmonds & Briggs, 2003).

Phonological Awareness

The ability to recognize the sounds in spoken
language and how they can be segmented
(pulled apart), blended (put back together), and
manipulated (added, deleted and substituted).

Alphabetic Knowledge

The ability to recognize, name, and write
letters

Phonics/Word Study

The alphabetic principle (AP) is the idea that
letters represent sounds of spoken words and
letters can represent sounds in a sequence.
Includes teaching letter/sound correspondences
and opportunities to apply these skills to
reading, writing, and spelling.

Spelling

Students are learning to remember and
reproduce conventional spelling. This differs
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from phonics in that the task of the student is
writing or orally spelling words in response to
dictated words.

Oral Language Development

Focus is on listening and speaking to
communicate meaning. This includes teacher
initiated, structured opportunities to talk with
teachers and peers as well as expansion of
students initiated language.

Fluency

Students read aloud to develop speed,
accuracy, or intonation. NOTE: The INTENT
is on improving how quickly and accurately
students read words. The intent is not
necessarily understanding what is read.
Reading aloud is not necessarily fluency

Text Reading

Supported oral reading, choral reading,
independent reading, and teacher read alouds.

Comprehension

Includes vocabulary instruction, activating
prior knowledge, comprehension monitoring,
listening comprehension, and comprehension
strategy instruction

Writing or Language Arts

Includes shared writing, writing composition,
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independent writing, grammar and
punctuation, handwriting instruction, and
copying.

Grouping Strategies
Whole Class

The entire class is involved in the same activity
or assignment

Small Group

Class is working in two or more groups, with
three or more students per group. Could be
teacher working with a group of two or more
students. Although the seating arrangement of
the classroom may be affected by group
activities, this item relates to student
interaction in a group, not seating arrangement.

Pairing

Class is working in groups of two. One child
acts as a peer tutor to another child. Most of
the students are working in pairs. Students are
in groups of two to share notes, tutor, or work
on an assignment/activity.

Independent

students are engaged individually in an
activity/assignment like others in the class
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(help-seeking behaviors may be observed
between students but they are not working in a
group)
Individualized

Students work on differentiated assignments.
Students are not involved in pairing or group
activities and are working individually on
differentiated assignments. Teacher works
individually with a student for five minutes or
more.

Academic Outcomes
Word Identification

The ability to read individual words in
isolation.

Word Attack

The ability to apply phonic and structural
analysis skills in order to read nonsense words

Passage Comprehension

The ability to read a passage and insert the
correct missing term.

Reading Fluency

The ability to read with speed, accuracy, and
prosody.
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Appendix B
Teacher Participant Descriptive Data Sheet
Teacher Name: _________________________________________________________
Gender:

male
female

Ethnicity

African-American
White
Hispanic
Asian
Other: ___________________

Total Number of Years Teaching:

_____

Number of years teaching students
with disabilities:

_____

Number of years teaching in
Resource setting:

_____

Highest level of education:

Which of these programs do
you use in any of your
resource classes?

undergraduate degree
some master’s level work
master’s degree
some doctoral level work
doctorate degree

Project Read
Lindamood Bell
Phonographix
Reading Recovery
Orton-Gillingham (academic learning therapist)
Wilson
Corrective Reading
Reading Mastery
Other: ____________________________________
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Types of training received:

Project Read
Lindamood Bell
Phonographix
Reading Recovery
Orton-Gillingham (academic learning therapist)
Wilson
Corrective Reading
Reading Mastery
Other: ____________________________________

Certifications:

General Education (Grades: __________)
Special Education (Grades: __________)
Other: ____________________________________

Method of Certification:

4-year university
Alternative Certification
Other: ____________________________________
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Appendix C
Student Participant Descriptive Data Sheet
Demographics
Student Name:
DOB:
Gender:

Grade:
Ethnicity:

School:
Date of admission
into SED:

Primary Disability:
Secondary Disability:
Other Disabilities:
Subject

Student Schedule:
Setting

Time

Time in Resource:
Time in Inclusion:
Time in Other Setting:
Most Recent Comprehensive Testing (Include IQ and Achievement Data)
Date of Testing:
Grade at Testing:
Age at Testing:
Test Name
Raw
Standard Percentile Noted Needs
Score Score
Rank

Method for LD
Identification
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Notes from
Testing:

Goals and Objectives
Reading Goal:
Objectives:

Reading Goal:
Objectives:

Reading Goal:
Objectives:

Reading Goal:
Objectives:
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